












For the Year Ending December 31st






By Mayor Louis H. McDuffee
Gentlemen of the City Council:
After looking over the accounts of other cities of
the State, I am pleased with the accounts of the City of
Rochester. I think the members of the government
of Rochester have given much thought and work to
their various departments. The affairs have been
handled efficiently and economically. For the dollars
spent, we stand high in value received. The financial
affairs are in good condition.
The Committees of the Council have given much
time to their work, and this coming year I shall expect
them to spend as much time, or even more.
Personally I am glad to see that citizens generally
are taking so much interest in the affairs of the City.
This interest often takes the form of criticism, but
criticism we all should welcome, for from constructive
criticism ideas of value are obtained.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT, JANUARY 1, 1929
DEBIT
Municipal Bonds, $56,000 00
Municipal Highway Bonds, 5,000 00
Notes Payable, 20,000 00
Accrued Interest, 1,730 42
Checks Out Unpaid, 3,691 02
Due on Sundry Accounts, 2,466 37




Boston & Maine Stock, $ 736 00
Due from Sundry Accounts, 3,611 39
Due on Tax Collector's List, 1928, 21,785 96
Cash in Hands of Tax Collector, 1,353 26
Cash in Hands of Treasurer, 6,412 32
Cash in Hands of Clerk, 729 76
$34,628 69
Net Indebtedness, $64,801 79
ASSETS OF WATER WORKS
Sinking Fund, $41,389 92
Due from City, 10,542 67
Cash in Hands of Clerk, 717 28
$52,649 87
The question of maintenance and developing of
our highways becomes more important each year. De-
mands for better roads are more insistent than ever
before in our history. Better roads help to make bet-
ter business, therefore it behooves us to build our roads
as fast and as well as our appropriations will allow.
We must look the question squarely in the face, for
the freight business of this city is being transferred
from the rails to the highway, thus bringing the cost of
maintenance on our city.
The busses for carrying passengers have come to
stay, thus adding an extra burden for our taxpayer for
which as yet we have no means of reimbursement.
The widespread use of the automobile in winter
necessitates clearing the roads of snow, thus adding
to the expense of the highway department.
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We believe snow removal should have a separate
appropriation allowed in the city budget. This would
be a saving to the highway department which in turn
could be expended upon our roads.
We have twenty miles of rural roads leading to
our city which should be repaired. I hope our pro-
gram for 1929 will include the improvement of these
roads.
The Public Library is just completing thirty-five
years of history. Its growth has been steady; each
year has shown a widening of its usefulness in the
community.
In modern methods of education outside reading
is an important part of the school curriculum, and
some of the high school courses could hardly be carried
on without the help of the library. It also helps to the
best of its financial ability, men and women who wish
to pursue and continue courses of study in which they
are interested.
From reports of other libraries ours appears to be
holding its own with those in our state and elsewhere,
which have larger incomes, more room and more books.
You will find this library one of the busiest places
in our town during library hours. The library is used
to its capacity.
In looking over the library it seems impossible for
more books, which certainly will be purchased as time
goes on, to be taken care of with the present facilities
of the library.
Of all the institutions in our city, the schools not
excepted, the library probably comes in closest contact
with every citizen.
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It needs more books, more shelving, and more
room to meet the requirements of the coming year.
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
The public schools are a necessity to the demo-
cratic form of government. And this becomes more
important each year, as the school takes over more and
more the training of our youth. The home and the
church are unconsciously turning over to public wel-
fare many of their former responsibilities. Therefore
v^^e must be equipped with efficient teachers and build-
ings to meet these needs.
One of our buildings has been constructed over
seventy-five years. It would, therefore, be a waste of
public money to make any extensive repairs on such a
building. One-fourth of the elementary pupils who
should attend this school are obliged to go to the High
School building and the Allen building. In the near
future a modern school building, in keeping with the
times, should be erected on the Maple Street lot. In
this school plant it possibly would be well to include
physical training rooms, not only for Maple Street
pupils, but for a large percentage of the pupils in the
city.
I trust, therefore, that the council and school
board may deem it wise to thoroughly investigate the
above situation.
THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
With this department the citizens come in close
contact. It is the visible government, and the officers
should be courteous, neat in appearance, and when
conditions are unpleasant they should be level headed.
I have kept in close touch with the department for
two years, and it seems that the department is efficient-
ly managed, and humanely handled.
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HANSON PARK
This ideal place for summer recreation was do-
nated to the City, for the benefit of all who wish to go
there for comfort and amusement, by the late C. A. C.
Hanson.
As an act of appreciation I would recommend
that the Committee on Parks and Commons take the
necessary steps to improve the conditions of this beau-
tiful spot sufficiently to overcome the unpleasant fea-
tures that may now exist.
TENNIS COURTS
The two tennis courts on the Joseph Hanson Play-
ground have been found to fill a real need in the com-
munity. They have been constantly in use during the
tennis season—much of the time with a waiting list on
the benches. This development has cost the city but
little. The first tennis court was built by the Red
Cross—the second was built by the Red Cross
with the aid of the city, and furnished by groups
of boys and private citizens.
Further development of the playground for this
and other sports is likely as our city grows and there
is greater need for recreational facilities for our young
people. The playground, except for the tennis courts,
is now a barren waste. We should take a forward
look. I recommend that the city take the initial steps
to beautify the grounds by setting out trees and shrubs.
This will cost but little. Besides showing our appreci-
ation of the gift of the playground and of its
improvements by our people, trees and shrubs will en-
courage further development and prove a blessing to
the next generation,
SNOW INTERVALE
This welcome and valuable addition to the city's
recreation area was given with the understanding that.
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within a specified time, a parkway suitable for automo-
bile travel should be constructed. This work has been
commenced and should be completed at an early date.
FIRE DEPARTMENT
The Fire Department for the past year has worked
efficiently.
The Central Fire Station has been thoroughly ren-
ovated and painted and varnished, and the quarters of
the men made more presentable.
In the Gonic Fire Station a new heater has been
installed.
There is a large room unfinished in the Central
Fire Station which should be finished.
At Gonic the building should receive repairs neces-
sary to make the new heating plant efficient.
WATER WORKS
This department is unquestionably one of the
greatest importance, requiring much forethought and
very careful consideration, as the health, happiness and
progress of all within our community depend largely
upon its efficiency.
At this time I wish to present a few facts pertain-
ing to our present water system. In the year 1906 the
water used for domestic and commercial purposes was
supplied from the reservoir and Round Pond through
a 12-in. pipe line. Evidently this line proved inadequate
to meet the requirements, as the city in the following
year, 1907, authorized the installation of a 16-inch
main from the reservoir to the city proper in addition
to the 12-inch main, thus increasing the volume suffi-
ciently to amply supply the number of services at that
time, which were as follows
:
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Total number of services, 1,407
Total number of hydrants, 178
Total number of sewer connections, 949
I find according to the records of 1928 that many
main extensions and services have been added, and the
system still remains in the original conditions. I will
quote the number of services attached to the system at
the present date.
Total number of services, 1,996
Total number of hydrants, 209
Total number of sewer connections, 1,596
Showing an increase of 41.8% on services.
Showing an increase of 17.4% on hydrants.
Showing an increase of 68.1% on sewer connections.
It is my candid opinion judging from the report of
the Water Committee as to tests recently made that
the 12-inch pipe line to Round Pond through the reser-
voir should be replaced by another line of sufficient
size to load the two lines to the City to their utmost
capacity.
SEWERS
The working principals of this department are
very satisfactory as house plumbing under the new
rules makes all work subject to rigid inspection. The
only suggestion advisable to make is that an ordinance
should be adopted authorizing annual inspection of all
plumbing within the city for the purpose of maintain-
ing the best sanitary conditions.
CONCLUSION
Having been acquainted and worked with the old
members of this Council for two years, and having
been acquainted with the new members socially and
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in general business for some years, I am confident that
this ibody is well able to handle all the affairs of the
city of Rochester, and feel that if we all give proper
attention to the matters which arise, a very satisfac-
tory result will be obtained.
CITY GOVERNMENT





























City Clerk—Frank E. Hussey.
City Treasurer—John L. Copp,
City Solicitor—Guy Smart.
Collector of Taxes—Eugene C. Howard,
Street Commissioner—Elihu A. Corson.
Superintendent of Water Works and Seivers—George
D. Dame.
Marshal—Isaac W. Rankin.
Assistant Marshal—Frank H. Boston.
Night Watch—Eugene Luneau.
Traffic Officer—Nelson S. Hatch.
Police at Gonic—Frederick A. Hamilton.
Police at East Rochester—Leon E. Blaisdell.
Chief Engineer of Fire Department—John F. Nute.
Assistant Chief Engineer of Fire Department-—
Charles L. Plummer.
First Assistant Engineer—Wilbur E. Home.
Second Assistant Engineer—Peter McShane.
Third Assistant Engineer—Charles S. Clark.
Fourth Assistant Engineer—A. Roscoe Tuttle.
Sanitary Officer—Charles E. Goodwin.
City Physician—Dudley L. Stokes.
Overseer of Poor—Forrest L. Keay.
Board of Health—Forrest L. Keay, Charles E. Good-
win, Dudley L. Stokes.
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Plumbers' Examining Board—Albert P. Covey, Charles
E. Goodwin, Dudley L. Stokes.
Assessors—Charles D. Colman, Armand A. Bilodeau,
Harry L, Header.
Trustees of Trust Funds—John S. Kimball, Cecil C.
Shaw, Frank E. Hussey.
Trustees of Public Librar-y—Sidney B. Hayes, Harry
H. Header, Willis HcDuffee, Fred P. Header,
Henry J. Grondin, Joseph F. Sweet,
Licefising Board—Hayor Louis H. HcDuffee, City
Harshal Isaac W. Rankin, City Clerk Frank E.
Hussey.
Manager of Opera House—Elihu L. Webster.
Special Police—George Dame, William 0. Allen, Ar-
thur E. Tibbetts, E. L. Webster, F. S. Grant, J.
Wyman Hussey, Edward Josselyn, Walter J. Sea-
vey, George H. Hagoon, William J. Blair, I. Bel-
mont Allen, Stephen Howard, Joseph Woodes,
William A. Hartin, Fred Doyle, Elmer Garland,
Ray Loughlin, Horace Haynes, William Littlefield,
Fred L. Seavey, Chas. A. Doull, Joseph Cooley,
Delbert A. Quint, Vane Nickerson, Archie J.
Young, Everett Chadbourne, Horace Hills, Samuel
E. Perrault.
Public Weighers—Roland E. Joy, Alfred Rodier,
Frank Hoyt, Alice F. Bradley, Albert Holmes, E.
H. Hawkes, Granville F. Grant, David Johnston,
Elias Voyer, Heman G. Goodwin, George Herries,
George H. Torr, Hubert C. Goodwin, Harry R.
Foss, A. F. Carter, A. Stanley Bowering, James
Bowering, William S. Bowering, Charles C. Torr,
V. E. Page, W. H. Otis, Vivian C. Cotton, Isaac C.
Evans, James Foley, Frank Glidden, Walter J.
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Seavey, Chester H. Smith, Sara Greenfield, Geo.
E. Greenfield, Frances M. Collins, James E. Lucey,
Gordon H. Foss, Franklin Torr, N. E. B. Morrill,
Nathaniel Davis.
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber—Nahum B. Woodman,
Sidney B. Hayes, Louis Cartier, Robert Fownes,
Charles Tebbetts, Ora Goodale, Nelson R, Hart,
John Parry, Napoleon Masse, David Shields, John
A. Allen, Adrien E. Hall, C. R. Allen, George V.
Hussey, Norman Griffin, Alphonse F. Potvin, Ar-
thur W. Barber, Harry H. Meader, Nathaniel Da-
vis, Robert H. Kaler, W. Eugene Springfield, J. O.
Watson, Ralph Littlefield, Thomas Dudley, James
Allen, Isaac W. Rankin.
Fence Vieivers—Marvin T. Blaisdell, George E. Var-
ney, Ralph H. Hall.
Janitor at City Hall—Harry I. Howard.
Assistant Janitor—Frank D, Stevens.
STANDING COMMITTEES
Finance—Mayor, Varney, Torr.
Shade Trees, Parks and Cotnmons—Mayor, Bacon, Ber-
geron.
Public Instruction—Mayor, Dustin, Sylvain.
Claims and Accounts—Mayor, Greenfield, Conrad.
Public Buildings—Came, Dickey, Bergeron.
Fire Department—Varney, Dickey, Pringle.
Roads, Bridges and Drains—Greenfield, Johnson, Gray.
Water Works and Sewers—Torr, Pringle, Came.
Street Lights—Greenfield, Cole, Hamilton.
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Printing—Hart, Hamilton, Cole.
Election and Returns—Lacasse, Dustin, Bacon.
Legal Affairs—Mayor, Gray, Header.
Bills in Their Second Reading and Enrolled Ordinances
Conrad, Hart, Dustin.
Police—Mayor, Gray, Bacon.
Purchasing Committee—Mayor, Sylvain, Johnson.
City Poor and Soldiers' Aid—Mayor, Lacasse, Meader.
RECOMMENDATIONS
For Annual Appropriations, 1928
Sampson Post,
East Rochester Puiblic Library,
Public Library,
















White Pine Blister Rust,
City Poor and Soldiers' Aid,
Shade Trees, Parks and Commons,





























Passed by the City Council
RESOLUTION GRANTING LOCATION OF STRAF-
FORD-YORK GAS CO.'S PIPES
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester :
That the Strafford-York Gas Company is hereby
granted its present location in and under such streets
and public ways of the city of Rochester as are now
occupied by gas pipes and other equipment of the said
Company, as indicated on the map attached hereto,
(including the service pipes which are not indicated
on the map) with the following provisos: (1) that in
the event that the Gas Company has for any reason
to relay its gas pipe in any street, it shall relocate the
same if so directed by the city of Rochester, to such a
location in said street as shall be approved by said
city; and (2) that in the event that any gas pipe shall
be uncovered by the city water or sewer departments,
the said Company will on notice from the city, support,
protect and care for its pipe while uncovered.
Passed Jan. 4, 1928.
RESOLUTION TO HIRE IN ANTICIPATION OF
TAXES
Resolved bij the City Council of the City of Rochester :
That the Committee on Finance be authorized to
hire on note or notes of the City a sum not exceeding
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$100,000.00 in anticipation of taxes. Said notes to be
hired at such times and taken up at such times as the
balance in the treasury will permit.
Passed Feb. 7, 1928.
RESOLUTION TO ASK THE CHAMBER OF COM-
MERCE TO LOCATE IN CITY HALL
Be it Resolved by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester :
That whereas the Chamber of Commerce has been
organized in the City of Rochester, and whereas said
organization is without proper rooms and facilities
for establishing and carrying on their work.
Now, therefore, be it resolved, that said Chamber
of Commerce be and hereby is invited to locate their
office in City Hall without compensation, and on accept-
ance of said invitation by it, the Committee on Public
Buildings is hereby authorized and empowered to pro-
vide rooms and quarters in said City Building for the
use of said Chamber of Commerce, without expense to
said Chamber.
Be it further resolved, that the City Clerk present
a copy of this resolution to said Chamber of Commerce.
Passed Feb. 7, 1928.
RESOLUTION TO PURCHASE GRAVEL PIT
Be it Resolved by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester :
That whereas in the building and maintaining of
the highways of said City it becomes necessary to ob-
tain by purchase gravel to be used on said highways,
and whereas there is an opportunity to purchase a
gravel pit owned by the Boston and Maine Railroad sit-
uate at the foot of Charles Street in said City, for the
sum of seventeen hundred and fifty dollars
;
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Now, therefore, be it resolved that the Mayor be
and hereby is empowered and authorized to purchase
from the Boston and Maine Raih'oad said tract of land
as described in a copy of a deed with a plan attached
submitted to said City by the Boston and Maine Rail-
road, and pay therefor the said sum of seventeen
hundred and fifty dollars.
Recommend the following Amendment:
That the above mentioned sum of seventeen hund-
red and fifty dollars be paid from any moneys not
otherwise appropriated.
Passed March 6, 1928.
RESOLUTION OF ANNUAL APPROPRIATION
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester :
That for the support of the various departments
of the City of Rochester for the year 1928 there be
raised by taxation the amount of two hundred seventy-
five thousand four hundred sixty-nine dollars and
thirty-eight cents and the Assessors are directed to
assess that amount with such overlay as may be
thought necessary.
Passed March 6, 1928.
RESOLUTION TO RAISE MONEY WITHIN THE
SPRINKLING PRECINCT
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester
:
That there be raised by taxation within the
Sprinkling Precinct, the sum of twenty-five hundred
dollars, in accordance with the act of the Legislature,
creating said precinct.
Passed March 6, 1928.
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AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCE PAY OF JANI-
TOR AT GONIC
Be it Ordained by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester :
That Section 1 of Chapter XXIV of the City Ordi-
nances with reference to the salaries of City Officers be
and hereby is amended by adding thereto the follow-
ing:
The Janitor at the Fire Station and Public Li-
brary at Gonic, one hundred and sixty dollars per year,
payable quarterly from the Salary Department.
Passed April 3, 1928.
RESOLUTION TO PURCHASE LAND FOR
STRAIGHTENING EAST SIDE TRUNK LINE
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester :
That the Mayor be instructed to take by deed a
small section of land from the property of Raymond
Andrews on the East Side Trunk Line to straighten a
bad curve at said point. Said tract of land contains
16/100 of an acre as per the attached sketch and pay
therefor the sum of twenty dollars.
Passed April 3, 1928.
RESOLUTION FOR FREE USE OF THE OPERA
HOUSE APRIL 15 AND THE WEEK OF MAY 6
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester :
That the use of the City Opera House for the pay-
ment of the opening expenses only be granted to the
Y. M. C. A. for Sunday evening, April 15, and the use
of the Opera House be also granted to the Music Week
Committee for the following dates: May 6, 7, 8, 9, 11.
12.
Passed April 3, 1928.
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RESOLUTIONS AS TO IMPROVEMENTS AT
TWOMBLY PARK
Be it Resolved by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester :
That whereas a branch of the American Legion
known as the Forty and Eight desire to establish quar-
ters at Twombly Park in said Rochester, and whereas
they are willing to erect bath houses and make im-
provements thereon,
Now, therefore, be it resolved that the Mayor be
and hereby is empowered to enter into a contract on
behalf of said City of Rochester, with said organiza-
tion for the use and occupation of said Park, by lease
or otherwise, upon such terms and conditions as may
be mutually agreed upon.
Passed May 1, 1928.
RESOLUTION TO BUY LAND FOR ROAD
STRAIGHTENING
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester
:
That the Committee on Roads, Bridges and Drains
be instructed to take by deed, a small piece of land
near Card's Hill from the estate of the late Charles
McDuffee to straighten a bad curve at said point. The
amount to be paid not to exceed fifty dollars.
Passed May 1, 1928.
RESOLUTION TO HIRE IN ANTICIPATION OF
TAXES
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester
:
That the Committee on Finance be authorized to
hire an amount not exceeding $50,000.00 in anticipa-
tion of taxes, to be hired at such times and taken up at
such times as the balance in the treasury will permit.
Passed Aug. 7, 1928.
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RESOLUTION TO GIVE QUIT CLAIM DEED TO
GERTRUDE L. CHENEY
Whereas the Tax Collector William K. Kimball,
has conveyed to the City of Rochester, the estate known
as the Horace E. Home Estate, situated on 28 River
Street by a Tax Collector's Deed.
Resolved by the Mayor and City Council for the City
of Rochester:
That the Mayor be authorized to execute a Quit
Claim Deed of said property for and in behalf of said
City to Gertrude L. Cheney, of Dover, New Hamp-
shire, upon her paying the amount due the City of
Rochester for taxes.
Passed Sept. 4, 1928.
RESOLUTION TO GIVE AMERICAN LEGION $180
TO HELP DEFRAY FOURTH OF JULY
CELEBRATION EXPENSE
That the Mayor be authorized to draw a check
for $180.00 to help the American Legion defray the ex-
pense of the Fourth of July celebration. The same to
be paid from any moneys not otherwise appropriated.
Passed Sept. 4, 1928.
RESOLUTION FOR ABATEMENT OF TAX ON
WYANDOTTE WORSTED CO.
Be it Resolved by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester :
That whereas the Wyandotte Worsted Company of
Waterville, Maine, contemplates the erection and oper-
ation of a finishing plant in said Rochester, and where-
as the operation of said plant will bring to said City
of Rochester a pay roll of between one and two thous-
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and dollars, and whereas it is very desirous that this
new business should be established herein
:
Now, therefore, Be it resolved that the Wyandotte
Worsted Company be and hereby are granted an abate-
ment of all local taxes upon said finishing plant, to-
gether with its machinery and stock in trade for term
of five years.
Passed Nov. 7, 1928.
RESOLUTION TO TRANSFER BALANCES
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester :
That if found necessary in closing the accounts of
the year to transfer from a department where there is
a balance to a department where there is a deficit the
Committee on Finance be instructed to make such
transfer.
Passed December 6, 1928.
RESOLUTION TO ISSUE WATER LIEN
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester
:
That the Committee on Water Works be author-
ized to take such steps as are necessary for the collec-
tion of water rates on property owned by Charles M.
Hatch on Franklin Street, and bring suit as per Chap-
ter 71 of the Public Laws of 1927.
Passed December 6, 1928.
RESOLUTION TO PRINT 1928 CITY REPORTS
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester
That the Committee on Printing be authorized to
make all arrangements for the printing of the 1928 Re-
ports of the City of Rochester so that said Report may
be placed on its way for completion.
Passed December 6, 1928.
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RESOLUTION TO MAKE NULL AND VOID
ABATEMENT OF TAXES TO S. H. FEINE-
MAN AND CHARLES W. VARNEY
Be it Resolved by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester :
That whereas Solomon H. Feineman and Charles
W. Varney were granted an exemption from local taxes
for a period of five years on the expectation that they
would put in operation the manufacturing plant in
said Rochester, known as the Wallace Shop, and where-
as the said Feineman and Varney have been unable to
start operating said plant as anticipated, and the ex-
emption to said Feineman and Varney has not been
acted on by said Feineman and Varney
Now, therefore, be it resolved that said vote
exempting said Feineman and Varney from taxation
for a period of five years be and hereby is rescinded
and that the same is null and void.
Passed December 6, 1928.
RESOLUTION TO ABATE TAXES ON ROCHES-
TER FACTORY HOLDING CO.
Be it Resolved by the City Coimcil of the City of Roch-
ester:
That whereas the Rochester Factory Holding
Company has petitioned the Board of Assessors for an
abatement of local taxes on the Wallace Shoe Shop for
the year 1928, and whereas said Factory Building is
vacant and has been for the entire year, and whereas
said Board of Assesors have voted to abate the local
taxes on said manufacturing plant known as the Wal-
lace Shoe Shop for the year 1928.
Now, therefore, be it resolved that the action of
the local Board of Assessors in abating the local taxes
on said manufacturing plant for the year 1928, be
and hereby is approved.





January 1, 1928, to January 1, 1929
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Paid Kimball & Allen, adjusted premium
Workman's Compensation Insurance,
Courier Publishing Co., ad for stable
dressing and cardboard signs,
George L. Winkley, pipe covering,
William J. McGarry, meals for truck
drivers,
O. E. Foss, meals for truck drivers,
Elihu W. Hayes, stone wall and rocks,
John W. Hooper, filing saws,
N. B. Foss, glass and setting,
Rand's Store, 22 gals, gas,
Prescott's Garage, pressing on tires,
M. F. Ellis & Co., street brushes,
M. F. Ellis & Co., 1 doz. red lanterns,
George F. Wilson, battery repairs,
Felker Bros, 13,530 cu. yds. gravel,
@ .15,
N. E. Metal Culvert Co., culverts,
Clark's Motor Express, express,
Sootless Spark Plug Co., spark plugs,
Brackett & Shaw Co., 25 ft. 1-inch suc-
tion hose and 10-inch rubber belt, 16 54
Wallace Chase, tolls and expenses trip
with truck, 2 05
Surface Drain Dept., labor, 8 00
$1,325
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Paid State Highways, Barrett bill for 1,200
gals, tarvia, paid by State Highway
but used on highways, $189 00
Brackett & Shaw Co., 95 ft. cable and
14-inch rubber belt, 20 60
Harrington Robinson & Co., gears and
roller, 37 50
State Highway Dept., 29.96 tons Mexi-
can Asphalt, paid for by State High-
ways and used on highways, 701 96
V. E. Page & Son, 16 bags cement, 11 20
Prescott's Garage, pressing on tires, 36 00
The Hussey Plow Co., point, 1 62
Maurice N. Layn, Street Commission-
er, Dover, N. H., 2,270 lbs. asphalt,
Clark's Motor Express, express,
Guy E. Chesley, attending horses,
Kimball & Allen, liability premium,
Workman's Compensation Policy,
The Barrett Co., 500 gals, tarvia,
Geeorge E. Greenfield, weighing stone,
John F. Griffin, chauffeur's licenses,
Abbott McKay Corporation, blue-
prints,
M. F. Ellis & Co., 50 lbs. cotton waste,
Albert P. Sherry, Atty., settlement
damage to car of Mary R. Stone, 150 00
Lida Varney, storage of tools and
sand at Gonic 1928, 12 00
Dr. W. J. Roberts, care of infected
hand of John Whitehouse, 10 50
M. H. Dustin, labor and material, 4 70
Standard Oil Co., 18,884 gals, gas, 3,588 58
Standard Oil Co., 1,297 gals, oil, 673 91
Standard Oil Co., 62 lbs. cup grease , 9 90
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Paid Highland St. Garage, repairs, $3 78
Ralph P. Corson, repairs,
A. B. C. Garage, gas,
Samuel Hale, gas,
Wakefield St. Garage, gas,
Clark Tilton, gas,
H. R. Foss, gas,
Cossette Bros., gas,
Franklin Torr, 12,740 lbs, hay,
Olive F. Langer, 6,455 lbs. hay,
R. F. Seavey, 10,920 lbs. hay,
George H. Torr, 10,365 lbs. hay,
C. F. Evans, 12,550 lbs. hay,
Joseph Boudreau, 3,420 lbs. hay,
John V. Home, 9,855 lbs. hay,
Walter Hussey, 20 cds. pine wood,
C. C. Shaw, 1214 cds. slabs,
John V. Home, 15 14 cds. limbs,
Hervey's Tire Shop, tires and repairs,
Charles W. Varney, truck liability
premium,
H. D. Smith, truck liability premium,
F. L. Kendall Agency, truck liability
premium,
F. L. Kendall Agency, building prem-
ium,
H. H. Howard, shoeing horses and
repairs,
Harry A. Roberts, repairs,
Walter N. Morrison Co., repairs to
equipment,
Albert P. Covey, repairs,
Sanborn & McDuffee, repairs,
Boston & Maine R. R., cinders,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
Solvay Sales Corporation, 200 bags cal-
cium chloride, 225 22
1
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Paid Freeman Corson, grain,
Strafford County Grain Mill, grain,
Ayers & Jenkins Co., hardware,
Eugene C. Foss Co., hardware,
Johnson Foundry, castings,
Henry Higson, welding,
Rochester Lumber Co., lumber,
Studley Box & Lumber Co., lumber,
George W. Blake, lumber.
Water Department, plumbing,
Globe Store, lamps, etc.,
Alvin A. Fluff, harness and repairs,
Ludger Jacques, repairing curtains,
Lightbody Drug Co., medicine,
H. T. Hayes & Co., medicine,
A. H. Ainslie, medicine.
Chase Handle Co., handles,
F. E. Hussey, express paid out.
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., light,
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., power.
Pay Rolls for labor,






Edward H. Bickford, dressing 1927,
Arthur Jenkins, cement blocks.
Highland Construction Co., gravel for
Barrington state highway.
Stabling horses,
S. A. Baker, 119 lbs. copper,
Elmer Larose, 20 gals, cold patch,
William D. Berry, crusher engine.
$447
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Received from
Pay Roll envelope returned, $13 74
Highland Construction Co., gravel for
Barrington state highway,
Fred Pender, repairing guard rail,
William Roots, I14 cds. pine wood,
L. E. Scruton, 260 tons gravel @ .90,
Louis D. Ricker, one shed,
Wilfred Lizotte, repairing guard rail,
Harry R. Foss, 142,425 lbs. crushed
stone @ 90c per ton,
E. M. Hawkes, 1 sack calcium chloride,
N. H. Utilities, parts for equipment,
Earl B. Smith, snow plow for truck,
L. P. Snow, hot top,
Edwin B. Young, hot top.
School Department, filling yard at
School St., and removing sand from
M. A. building,
Leo Morey, cedar posts,
James Fox, cedar post,
Harry R. Foss, gravel,
Joel Drown, gravel,
J. B. Young, gravel,
George E. Varney, gravel,
Louis Bergeron, gravel,
Harry Gaskell, gravel.
Standard Oil Co., gravel,
A. F. Bradley, gravel,
H. M. Goodwin, gravel,
George J. Potvin, gravel,
Harry Allen, gravel,
A. G. Bernier & Son, gravel,
Elmer Martell, gravel,
M. Beaulieu, gravel,





N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., gravel,
W. K. Kimball, pea stone,
E. C. Blackwell, pea stone,




Health Department, men and equip-
ment Clean-Up Week,
School Department, men and equip-
ment.
Sidewalk Department, men and equip-
ment,
Street Sprinkling Department, men
and equipment.
State Highways Department, men and
equipment,
Surface Drain Department, men and
equipment,
Total credits, $47,818 91





Paid Birmingham Pen Co., 1 gross pens,
E. C. Eastman Co., standard covers for
Water and Sewer records,
Loring, Short & Harmon, 2 Tax Collec-
tor's books.
Treasurer B. & M. R. R., deed of gravel
pit,
Rochester Printing Co., printing city
reports,
O. R. Wixson, wood for E. R. Hall,
Guy Smart, drawing deed-special,
Corson's Flower Shop, wreath for Col.
Worcester,
Elias Voyer, lights for E. R. Opera
House,
W. H. Otis, glass and setting in cell
room,
M. E. Bennett Co., 5 cases paper towels,
Texas Co., 651 gals, gas,
Kimball & Allen, insurance premium
voting place,
Wesley Page, placing rope in flag pole
on Common,
Gertrude E. Duclow, deed of land for
straightening state road,
Fred Hartford, deed of land for
straightening state road,
George D. Dame, expenses, trip to Bos-
ton to buy cement mixer,
Corson's Flower Shop, wreath for
Sarah Roberts,
M, H. Dustin, steel ceilings, Supt. Wat-
er Work's office, toilet and stair-
ways, 85 42
School Dept., blueprint cabinet, table
and mail box, 11 97
Dominion Signal Co., 4 warning signals, 104 86
$1
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Paid M. F. Ellis & Co., 2 16-inch floor
brushes,
Tropical Paint Co., 1 gal. floor
dressing,
Arthur Leavitt, material, and labor at
Library and City Hall,
J. E. Glidden, 1 memorandum recorder
for Marshal's office,
Harry R. Foss, 20,160 lbs. coal for
Gonic Fire Station,
Harold E. Seegar Co., 4 doz. pencils,
George J. Foster & Co., advertising
"Bids for Public Funds,"
George E. Greenfield, weighing coal
for Library,
V. E. Page & Son, 31 tons, 1,825 lbs.
egg coal at Library, and 8 tons, 175
lbs. at city shed.
The Tropical Paint Co., 1 25-lb. can
cleaner,
Laurel T. Roberts, deed of strip of land
for straightening Highland St., E. R.,
L. M. Glover, i/i doz, curved handle
toilet brushes,
Lightbody Drug Co., 1 chamois,
Ainslie's Drug Store, 1 chamois,
Hobbs & Warren, 2 Treasurer's receipt
books.
West Disinfecting Co., 2 cans disin-
fectant,
American Legion, to help defray ex-
penses of Fourth of July celebration.
Water Dept., material setting street
signs,
Kimball & Allen, Workman's Compen-
sation premium,
Rochester Germicide Co., liquid soap,
$7
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Paid Michael's Daylight Store, 3 yds. cheese
cloth,
Rochester Lumber Co., lumber, glass,
etc.,
Hurlburt & Hatfield, 5 cases paper
towels,
Stephen Howard, trip to Concord for
absent voting material,
Charles D. Hussey, i/^ cd. fitted hard
wood, Ward 2 voting place.
Dr. F. L. Keay, examination of insane
patient,
Kee Lox Mfg. Co., typewriter ribbon,
F. E. Small, insurance premium, E. R.
Opera House,
W. K. Kimball, expenses and dues to N.
H. Assessors' meeting,
Fred P. Meader, cardboard, marking
pen and ink,
Corson's Flower Shop, wreath for
Health Officer Rankin,
O. R. Wixson, wood for E. R. Opera
House,
F. Ray Shorey, error in figuring per-
mit for registration of auto,
Archie J. Brochu, correction auto per-
mit, wrong rate charged,
Henry Hoey, salary at Gonic Hall &
Library as janitor,
Beach Soap Co., soap powder,
Dustbane Mfg. Co., sweeping com-
pound, 12 87
Cheshire Chemical Co., sweeping com-
pound, 7 50
The Globe Store, lamps, etc., 58 44
Roberts Office Supply Co., books and
stationery, 69 62
$
City of Rochester 3.7
Paid Albert P. Covey, plumbing supplies, $11 68
W. E. Cleaves, repairing town clock, 1 50
G. H. Reed, merchandise, 5 22
F. P. Header, 1 blotter pad, 2 00
Ayers & Jenkins Co., hardware, 5 55
E. C. Foss Co., hardware, 50 28
Ralph P. Corson, repairing locks,
keys, etc., 11 40
Diamond Match Co., lumber, 4 74
Arthur E. Tebbetts, janitor at E. R.
Hall, 33 00
George G. Welch, Register of Deeds,
copies of transfers, recording, etc..
Record Press, printing.
Courier Publishing Co., printing and
advertising,
Rochester Printing Co., printing,
F. W. Fifield & Co., printing,
George P. Furbush, P. M., stamps and
stamped envelopes for City Clerk,
Tax Collector and Assessors, 360 58
F. E. Hussey, paid for express, P. O.
,
box rent, etc.,
B. & M. R. R., freight,
J. A. Morrill, ice for City Hall,
S. A. Baker, ice for bubblers.
Automotive Service Bureau, leaves for
catalogues,
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., phones, City
Building,
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., lights
for City Building,
Nancie Evans, auditing city books,
1927,
Frank E. Hussey, 3,021 permits for
registration written,
Burroughs Adding Machine Co., care,
65
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Paid Strafford York Gas Co., light and heat,




Paid Miscellaneous Dept., 76 gals, gas, $15 20
Automatic Hose Coupling Co., 2
couplings, 41 80
John S. Hanson, fighting forest fire, 2 00
A. A. Gregoiry, material for fire alarm
system, 14 40
Harry R. Foss, 28,285 lbs. bituminous
coal,
A. F. Bradley, 1 ton chestnut coal,
Fred P. Header, 1 5x8 flag,
George W. Kimball, 1 6-ft. step ladder,
Victor Canney, services as fireman, Ela
Hose Co.,
Highway Dept., 120 gals, gas,
Gamewell Co., 3 fire alarm signal boxes
and repairs,
Kimball & Allen, insurance premium
Tiger Engine House,
Kimball & Allen, insurance premium
Torrent Engine House,
Kimball & Allen, liability premium,
Workman's Compensation policy,
John F. Grifiin, chauffeur's licenses,
Boston Branch, soap powder.
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., labor
and material,
F. L. Kendall Agency, insurance prem-
ium Cocheco Hose House,
George W. Blake, backs for fire alarm
boxes,
A. G. Boivin, 12 lamps at Tiger Engine
House,
H. W. Pray & Co., 6 sheets and 6 pillow
slips,
American Fire Equipment Co., 1 sal-
vage cover.
116
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Paid Kimball & Allen, insurance premium,
E. R. Fire Station, $25 00
Globe Mfg. Co., fireman's coat, 12 71
M. H. Baker, material and labor at
Central Station, 140 85
Leopold Larose, material and labor at
Conic Station,
Mrs. Lizzie Barber, laundry work,
Rochester Steam Laundry, laundry
work,
Wakefield St. Garage, repairs,
Mitchell's Garage, repairs,
Phillip's Garage, repairs,
Murdock & Arthur, repairs,
Crossley Motor Sales Co., repairs.
Conic Garage, repairs,
Highland St. Garage, E. R., repairs,
G. F. Wilson, batteries and repairs,
Hervey's Tire Shop, tires and repairs,
American LaFrance Fire Engine Co.,
repairs and chemicals,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
Eugene C. Foss Co., hardware,
Ayers & Jenkins Co., hardware,
Henry Higson, welding,
Langer Electric Co., labor,
E. B. Trask, painting.
The Globe Store, dusters,
E. L. Dearborn, repairing coat,
A. P. Covey, plumbing,
G. L. Winkley, plumbing,
Sanborn & McDuffee, plumbing,
Rochester Lumber Co., lumber.
Highway Dept., gas,
F. E. Hussey, paid out for express,
Pay Roll, forest fire,
Strafford York Gas Co., light.
169
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Paid Twin State Gas & Electric Co., light
and power, $223 19
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., 39 75
Pay Rolls, Cocheco Hose Co., No. 1, 925 00
Pay Rolls, Torrent Hose Co., No. 2, 925 00
Pay Rolls, A. D. Whitehouse Hose
Co., No. 3, 650 00
Pay Rolls, Harrington Hose Co., No.
4,
Pay Rolls, Ela Hose Co., No. 5,
Pay Rolls, C. W. Bickford Chemical,
H. & L. Co., No. 6,
John F. Nute, chief engineer,
Charles L. Pliunmer, assistant chief
engineer,
Chester Whitney, truck driver,
Samuel Locke, truck driver,
Edwin Emerson, truck driver,
Ralph Seavey, truck driver,
Wesley Page, substitute truck driver,
Wilbur Home, first assistant engineer,
Peter McShane, second assistant en-
gineer, 150 00
Charles S. Clark, third assistant
650
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Received from:
Charles Plummer, 2 pkgs, cleaner,
Chester Whitney, 1 old blanket,
A. M. Hill, acid,
B. & M. R. R., for fighting forest fire,
State of N. H,, rebate forest fire.




Paid Ayers & Jenkins, 4V2 lbs. Manila rope, $1 13
Courier Publishing Co., tags and ad-
vertising, 6 25
Michael Friel, meals for detectives
Fair Week, 17 95
Kimball & Allen, premium workman's
compensation insurance,
John F. Griffin, chauffeur's license,
Ralph P. Corson, repairing lock,
National Cafe, lunches for prisoners,
B. & M. R. R., freight,
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co.,
Mitchell's Garage, tires and repairs on
police car,
Langer Electrical Co., repairs,
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., lamps,
Frank S. Grant, special police service,
Joseph Cooley, special police service,
Vane Nickerson, special police service,
James Markes, special police service,
Nelson S. Hatch, special police service,
Fred L. Seavey, special police service,
John W. Hussey, special police service,
Joseph Woodes, special police service,
Everett Chadbourne, special police ser-
vice,
Elmer Garland, special police service,
Horace Mills, special police service,
Charles A. Doull, special police service,
Delbert Quint, special police service,
Isaac W. Rankin, city marshal,
Frank H. Boston, assistant marshal,
Adelard Duquette, night watch,
Joseph Cooley, night watch,
Eugene Luneau, night watch,
Elmer E. Watson, traffic officer.
Nelson S. Hatch, traffic officer.
143
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Paid Leon Blaisdell, police at East Roch-
ester,
Frederick A. Hamilton, police at Gonic,
Samuel D. Felker, judge of police court,







Guy Smart, Atty. H. L. Worcester Est.,
Auto hire and tolls,
D. S. & R. St. Ry., watchman at car
barn.
County of Strafford, court fees,
John Stone, auto service.
Gentry Bros. Circus, police service.
Telephone tolls.
County of Strafford, court fees.
City Poor Dept., special police service.
Total credits, $7,934 60
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Ward 2 James O. Watson, $5 00
Earl Piper,
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Paid The Globe Store, lamps,
F. W. Woolworth Co., furniture slides,
Fownes Mfg Co., lumber,
Dubois Electrical Co., electrical fixtures,
Warren E. Snitcher, electrical fix-
tures,
Kimball & Allen, liability premium,
Twin State Gas & Electric Co.,
lighting,
Eugene C. Foss Co., hardware,
F. E. Hussey, express and laundry paid
out,
Belmont Allen, work changing floor,
Belmont Allen, work on stage,
Earl Mclntire, work on stage,
Fred Lincoln, work on stage,
Elmer Martel, work on stage,
Robert Blair, work on stage,






Charles Hussey, usher and checking
clothes,
Walter Gate, checking clothes,
Clifford Mortimer, selling tickets,
George D. Dame, watchman,
Newell B. Home, trucking,
E. L. Webster, manager.
$37
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Credit
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Paid H. H. Howard, straight edge,
Benj. LeBlanc, repairing sidewalk,
James McCallister, gravel,
Diamond Match Co., lumber,
Rochester Lumber Co., lumber,
Victor E. Page, cement,
A. F. Bradley, cement,
Ayers & Jenkins Co., hardware,
Eugene C. Foss Co., hardware,
Ralph P. Corson, repairs,
Albert P. Covey, repairs.
Highway Department, labor and use
of equipment.
Pay Rolls, for labor,
Total expenditures,




Charles G. Jenness, sidewalk,
Rochester Realty Co., sidewalk,
Walter E. King, sidewalk,
Willis McDufFee, sidewalk,
Mrs. Mary E. Webster, sidewalk,
Horace C. Hanson, sidewalk,
Fred Hanscom, sidewalk,
Leopold Larose, sidewalk,
E. A. Watson, sidewalk,
Arthur Gagnon, sidewalk,
Frank L. Wing, sidewalk,
Mrs. Mary H. Buelduc, sidewalk,
William T. Buckley, sidewalk,
$4
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Received from:
Mrs. Frances Bickford, sidewalk, $67 68
Mrs. William Otis, sidewalk, 53 00
Mrs. J. G. Morrill, sidewalk, 22 80
Charles Foss, sidewalk, 40 27
Frank R. Spiers, sidewalk, 43 00
Mrs. Elizabeth Hayes, sidewalk, 45 80
Odd Fellows' Building Assn., sidewalk, 79 15
Mrs. Bertha Goodwin, sidewalk, 31 30
Mrs. Blanche Cornell, sidewalk, 41 40
E. J. Mathes Est., sidewalk, 25 00
Theodule Breton, sidewalk, 25 96
Adrian Hall, sidewalk, 179 08
Leo Morey, sidewalk, 15 50
Mrs. Mary Turmelle, sidewalk, 38 40
James C. Peterson, sidewalk, 59 60
Albert Lefebvre, sidewalk, 38 65
E. Cossette, sidewalk, 46 85
Rochester Red Cross, cement work at
tennis court, 133 00
Mrs. Lottie Roy, sidewalk, 16 89
Mrs. Grace W. Pratt, sidewalk, 40 67
Gonic Mfg. Co., sidewalk, 603 50
Mrs. Alice B. Seavey, sidewalk, 40 22
Boston & Maine R. R., sidewalk, 57 25
Methodist Society, sidewalk, 180 91
Albert Sorenson, sidewalk, 17 93
Dr. G. E. Chesley, sidewalk, 55 25
Adolph English, sidewalk, 35 00
Fred Richards, sidewalk, 10 00
Wilfred Ferland, sidewalk, 10 00
W. H. Braudis Est., sidewalk, 39 40
Joseph Richard, sidewalk, 10 00
Mrs. Annie M. French, sidewalk, 49 87
Edward Brooks, sidewalk, 56 76




Isaac B. Jenness, sidewalk,
Edgar J. Ham, sidewalk,
Rose Routhier, sidewalk,
Theodore G. Corpening, sidewalk,
I. G. Studley, sidewalk.
Total credits.
$20
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The Barret Co., 5,500 gals,
tarvia B, delivered and ap-
plied, $728 76




Men, equipment and material, $516 93
EAST SIDE ROAD RECONSTRUCTION
Between Rochester and Somersworth, made necessary
by action of frost
Pay Roll for labor, $108 09
EAST SIDE TRUNK LINE RECONSTRUCTION
Between Rochester and Milton
The Globe Store, pail and
dipper,
Eugene C. Foss Co., dyna-
mite and hardware,
Ayers & Jenkins Co., hard-
ware,
Diamond Match Co., lumber,
Rochester Lumber Co., lum-
ber,
Spaulding Fibre Co., steel,
Victor E. Page, cement,
Elmer Martell, mason work,
Water Dept., men and com-
pressor.
Standard Oil Co., 5 cars
asphalt,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight
on stone, 168 20
$
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Highway Dept., material and
equipment, $6,932 37
Pay Rolls, for labor, 5,856 91
$15,876 39
FEDERAL AID PROJECT, EAST SIDE TRUNK
LINE
Between Rochester and Somersworth
F. E. Everett, State High-
way Commissioner, Roch-
ester's share of road in
Somersworth, $5,000 00
Amos D. Bridges & Sons, 11,630 11
$16,630 11
Total State Highway expenditures, $38,073 31
Credit
Balance from 1927, $4,047 58
By appropriation, 15,000 00
Received from
:
State of N, H. for snow removal, 60 56
State of N. H. for maintenance and
construction, 12,196 27
Pearson, damage to state highway, 7 50
Highway Dept., tarvia bill paid, 189 00
Highway Dept., for 29.96 tons asphalt
paid for by state highways, used by
highway department, 701 96
Total credits,
Transferred from Street Lights,
Transferred from Fire Dept.,
Transferred from Sewerage,
Transferred from Opera House,
$32,202
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Transferred from Sidewalks,
Transferred from Public Buildings,
Transferred from Fuel for City Hall,
Transferred from Street Sprinkling,




Leon Blaisdell, sewer pipe,
Thornton Tripp, laying cellar drain.
Dr. Perley H. Roberts, material and
labor laying private drain,
Isaac W. Rankin, sewer pipe,
N. E. Brick Co., sewer pipe,
Total credits, $2,590 53
Transferred from Miscellaneous De-
partment, 2,413 75
$3
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Credit
By appropriation, $2,500 00
By appropriation precinct, 1,000 00
Received from
:
George H. Torr, spreader, 64 35
$3,564 35
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Paid F. Gingras, provisions for family in
quarantine, $20 60
People's Market, meat for family in
quarantine, 1 90
P. E. Auger Est., rent for family in
quarantine, 11 00
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., provisions
for family in quarantine, 41 66
Tumble Inn, meals for family in quar-
antine, 12 45
James Laverdiere, milk for family in
quarantine, 8 76
James Bowering & Sons, coal for
family in quarantine, 7 75
Joseph Costello, groceries for family
in quarantine, 39 55
Harry R. Foss, wood for family in
quarantine, 4 25
Ubald Beaulieu, provisions for family
in quarantine, 34 42
A, F. Bradley, wood for family in
quarantine, 13 50
D. P. Coburn, provisions for family in
quarantine, 28 70
Ubald Beaulieu, provisions for family
in quarantine, 54 76
Boston Branch, groceries, for family in
quarantine, 15 47
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Paid Mrs. Joseph Caplette, rent for family
in quarantine,
J. A. Morrill, wood for family in quar
antine,
Mary Perrault, groceries for family in
quarantine,
W. G. Stiles & Son, milk for family in
quarantine.
Highway Dept., men and equipment,
Clean-Up Week,
Highway Dept., men and sprayer,
spraying dump,
Earle L. Hartford, wood for family in
quarantine,
Riley & Tuttle, groceries for family in
quarantine,
Frank S. Grant, killing and burying
animals,
Abe L. Davis, groceries for family in
quarantine,
Riley & Tuttle, groceries for family in
quarantine,
F. Gingras, provisions for family in
quarantine,
Odile Jacques, rent for family in quar-
antine,
J. A. Morrill, wood for family in
quarantine,
Alphonse Lanoix, wood for families in
quarantine,
H. T. Hayes & Co., disinfectants and
fumigators,
Lightbody Drug Co., fumigators,
Harry Perkins, work at dump,
F. E. Hussey, for express paid out.
Total expenditures, $919 39
$4
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Credit
By appropriation, $600 00
Transferred from Miscellaneous De-
partment, 319 39
$919 39
SHADE TREES, PARKS AND COMMONS DE-
PARTMENT
Paid John I, Rankin, work on trees, $2 00
Lucas Kil Tone Co., 392 lbs. arsenate
of lead,
B. & M. R. R., freight,
Gonic Mfg. Co., care of parks, 1927,
Louis D. Ricker, hauling trees,
Albert I. Hall, 48 lbs. arsenate eof lead,
H. M. Goodwin & Son, hauling brush,
N. B, Home, trucking at Hanson's
Park,
Joel P. Drown, hauling brush,
James B. Young, hauling brush,
John W. Hooper, filing saws,
Stephen F. Bennett, care of Liberty,
Woodman and So. Main St. Parks, 94 15
Charles G. Jenness, i/2 cost of fence
between land of Chas. G. Jenness
and Snow Intervale, 116 30
I. Belmont Allen, care of Strafford
Square Park, 10 00
Kimball & Allen, liability premium,
workman's compensation, 7 48
Thomas T. Turmelle, care of Duval
Park, 10 00
George W. Blake, for glass broken tak-
ing down tree, 2 70
70
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Paid Gonic Mfg. Co., care of Gonic Parks,
1928,
Eugene C. Foss, hardware,
Ayers & Jenkins Co., hardware,
Albert P. Covey, repairs.
Diamond Match Co., lumber,
Water Dept., repairing fountain,
The Globe Store, lamps for fountains,
John V. Home, laying down lawn and
raking brush at Common & Han-
son's Park,
Ralph P, Corson, sharpening tools,
Ernest Dodge, work on trees,
Ernest Ross, work on trees,







H. D. Smith, work on trees,
Geo. H. Phillips, work on trees,
C. M. Bailey Est., work on trees,
Abbie Dennett, work on trees,
Lucy Roberts, work on trees,
Charlotte F. Bailey Est., work on
trees,
A. F. Bradley, work on trees,
Sam Seavey, work on trees,
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Transferred from Miscellaneous Dept., $31 25
Transferred from State of N. H. Dept., 95 32
$1,153 21




Paid Edson C. Eastman Co., dog tags,
A. J. Wilkinson & Co., brass escutcheon
pins,
M. E. Bennett Co., 1 M envelopes.
School Dept., balance 1927,
Clerk's Fees Dept., dog license fees,











Paid Boston Pipe & Fittings Co., 12 lengths
5-inch extra heavy soil pipe, $31 34
Ayers & Jenkins Co., Akron pipe and
merchandise, , 10 53
Walter N. Morrison Co., labor and ma-
terial, and repairs on sewer cleaner, 5 32
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on sewer
pipe Dec. 14, 1927, 95 47
Johnson Foundry, castings, 57 00
Eugene C. Foss Co., hardware, 9 46
J. H. Clow, 42 toggles for sewer pails, 14 70
New England Brick Co., brick, 31 18
Arthur Breton, sewer entrance fee
returned, 25 00
Kimball & Allen, workmen's compen-
sation premium, 98 92
Dyer Sales Co., rubber gloves, 4 64
Sanborn-McDuffee Co., bottoming
sewer pails, 37 18
Albert P. Covey, sewer pails, hooks
and repairs,
Diamond Match Co., lumber,
A. F. Bradley, cement,
Victor E. Page, cement,
George D. Dame, Supt.,
Pay Rolls, for labor,
Total expenditures.





Gonic Mfg. Co., Vo cost of main, Maple
Street, Gonic, 1,079 31
34
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Received from
:




City of Rochester 67
Municipal Highway Bonds, Outstanding January 1,
1929:





Paid Twin State Gas & Electric Co.,
City of Rochester 69
Credit
By appropriation, $22,669 38
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Paid State Treasurer, state tax, $26,517 05
Transferred to City Poor, 782 54
Transferred to Salary, 242 10
Transferred to Police, 704 04
Transferred to Highways, 9,326 74




By appropriation, $5,000 00
Received from State:
Income from tax on intangibles,
(adjusted), 34 91
Income from tax on intangibles, 1928, 11,944 61
Railroad tax, 4,347 11
Insurance tax, 126 75
Savings bank tax, 16,214 41
$37,667 79
FUEL FOR CITY HALL
Paid Victor E. Page & Son, 100 tons egg
coal, $1,315 00
Victor E. Page & Son, expense un-
loading, 3 00
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Paid Geo. E. Greenfield, weighing coal, $16 20
Total expenditures, $1,334 20
Transferred to State Highways, 165 80
$1,500 00
Credit
By appropriation, $1,500 00
INSURANCE ON CITY HALL
City of Rochester 71
CITY POOR AND SOLDIERS' AID
Paid On orders Dr. F. L. Keay, overseer,
City Poor, $11,161 15
On orders Dr. F, L. Keay, overseer.
Soldiers' Aid, 1,572 34
Total expenditures, $12,733 49
Credit
By appropriation. $7,000 00
Transferred from Street Sprinkling, 921 30
Transferred from State of N. H., 782 54
Transferred from Schools, 1,707 13
Deficit carried to 1929, 2,322 52
$12,733 49
PUBLIC BUILDINGS—REPAIRS
Paid George H. Reed, material and labor at
City Hall, contract and extra w^ork, $1,150 80
George H. Reed, material and labor at
Public Library, 29 90
Arthur Leavitt, material and labor at
Public Library, 12 70
Total expenditures, $1,193 40
Transferred to State Highways, 806 60
$2,000 00
Credit
By appropriation, $2,000 00
72
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OVERDRAFTS, 1928
State Highway Department, $5,870 44
Salary Department, 242 10
Police Department, 704 04
Highway Department, 9,326 74
Interest Department, 5,152 76
Health Department, 319 39
Shade Trees, Parks and Commons Depart-
ment, 126 57
Surface Drain Department, 2,413 75
City Poor and Soldiers' Aid Department, 5,733 49
$29,889 28
TRANSFERS
State of New Hampshire to Salary, $242 10
State of New Hampshire to Police, 704 04
State of New Hampshire to Highways, 9,326 74
State of New Hampshire to Shade Trees,
Parks and Commons, 95 32




Miscellaneous to Shade Trees, Parks and
Commons,
Miscellaneous to Surface Drains,
Schools to City Poor and Soldiers' Aid,
Street Sprinkling to City Poor and Sold-
iers' Aid,
Street Sprinkling to State Highways,
Street Lights to State Highways,
Fire to State Highways,
Sewerage to State Highways,
782
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Opera House to State Highways,
Sidewalks to State Highways,
Pubic Buildings to State Highways,
Fuel for City Hall to State Highways,
Dog Depredations to Schools,








Opera House, 1,065 59
Sidewalks, 6,672 00
State Highways, 38,073 31
Surface Drains, 5,004 28
Street Sprinkling, 1,494 98
Health, 919 39
Shade Trees, Parks and Commons, 1,153 21
White Pine Blister Rust, 500 00
Sewerage, 3,318 50
Interest, 5,723 90
Notes Payable, 100,000 00
Street Lights, 14,06'5 25
Sampson Post, G. A. R., 200 00
E. R. Public Library and Reading Room, 200 00
County Tax, 22,669 38
State Tax, 26,517 05
Fuel for City Hall, 1,334 20
Insurance on City Hall, 1,300 00
Public Library and Reading Room, 7,500 00
Municipal Bonds, 14,000 00
City Poor and Soldiers' Aid, 12,733 49
Schools, 107,620 83




Balance on January 1, 1928, $725 83
Received on account of:
Taxes, 1927, 20,530 02
Taxes, 1928, 246,907 89
Sewerage, - 2,046 78
Notes, 120,000 00
Licenses, 535 00
Rent of E. R. and Gonic Halls, 64 50
Taxes redeemed, 737 80
Canadian certificates sold, • 46 50
Candidates money, 25 00
Auto permits, 15,389 30




Opera House, 1,601 13
Sidewalks, 3,685 27
Salaries, 600 00
State Highways, 13,155 29
Police, 934 60
Schools, 5,327 96
Street Sprinkling, 64 35
Surface Drains, 90 53
Shade Trees, Parks and Commons, 26 64
Interest on daily balances, 571 14
State of New Hampshire, 32,667 79
$483,057 18
City of Rochester 77
Credit
Paid Treasurer, $482,327 42
Cash in hands of City Clerk, Dec. 31, 1928, 729 76
$483,057 18
This is to certify that I have examined the ac-
counts of the Clerk of the City of Rochester and I








Municipal Bonds, $56,000 00
Municipal Highway Bonds, 5,000 00
Notes Payable, 20,000 00
Accrued Interest, 1,730 42
Checks out unpaid, 3,691 02
Due on sundry accounts, 2,466 37
Amount due Water Works on account, 10,542 67
$99,430 48
Credit
Boston & Maine Stock, $736 00
Due from Sundry Accounts, 3,611 39
Due on Tax Collector's List, 1928, 21,785 96
Cash in hands of Tax Collector, 1,353 26
Cash in hands of Treasurer, 6,412 32
Cash in hands of Clerk, 729 76
$34,628 69
Net indebtedness, $64,801 79
Assets of Water Works
Sinking Fund, $41,389 92
Due from City, 10,542 67
Cash in hands of Clerk, 717 28
$52,649 87
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STATEMENT OF W. K. KIMBALL, TAX
COLLECTOR
At the Close of Business, December 31, 1928
Real estate commitment, $268,094 58
National bank stock, 1,535 25
Interest, 122 32
Poll tax commitment, 6,058 00
Added list, real estate, 170 30
$275,980 45
Credit
Paid to Treasurer, $246,907 89




Balance of 1928 uncollected, $21,785 96
I have examined the accounts of W. K. Kimball,





STATEMENT OF W. K. KIMBALL, TAX
COLLECTOR
Of the City of Rochester, March 1, 1928
Jan. 1, 1928, cash on hand, $4,896 72
Jan, 1, 1928, balance of 1927 taxes un-
collected.
Added list (real estate),
Added list (polls),
Interest collected since Jan. 1, 1928,
Credit
Collected and paid to City
Treasurer, $20,530 02




Chalmers, Bell, taxed twice,
Farnham, Stephen F., dead,
Hazelton, Guy F., taxed twice,
Jacobs, Harry C, over taxed,
McQuillen, Roy M., taxed twice,
Quimby, Willis L., over taxed,
Warburton, Eva M., over taxed,
Letourneau, Peter, Farmin^on, N. H.,
Hebert, Ernest J., over taxed,
Blaisdell, John D,, over taxed,
Gagne, George, road,
Morrison, Lizzie F., over seventy,
Roberts, Geo. H., taxed twice,
Tetherly, Willis E., over taxed,
Thompson, Fred, taxed twice.
Diamond Match Co., over taxed.
Dame, Fannie A., over taxed,
Foss, Charles, over taxed,
Hough, Richard, taxed twice.
Nutter, Jacob, over seventy,
Rochester Realty Co., over taxed,
Varney, Percy, over taxed,
Durgin, Fred, real estate,
Hayes, Carrie, real estate,
Hughes, Etta, real estate,
Allaire, Phoebe, taxed twice.
Berry, Sadie, taxed twice,
Cormier, Regina, Massachusetts,
Murray, Katherine, poor,
Newcomb, Myra C, not twenty-one,
Palmer, Edward, over seventy,
$2
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Phillips, Agnes E., not here April 1, $2 00
Toomey, Daniel, dead,
Watson, Hazel, Maine,
Watson, Bertha A., gone.
Brown, Joseph, New York,
Evans, Estelle, Lynn, Mass.,
Emonds, Fred, soldier,
Lapierre, Flora, Milton, N. H.,
Hohen, Everett, Portsmouth, N. H.,
Hohen, Vera F., Porstmouth, N. H.,
Pelletier, Phillip, Canada,
Simard, Joseph, real estate,
Tremblay, Guspie, unknown,
Watson, Helen, Wards 3 and 6,
Chretien, Delina, Biddeford, Me.,
Corson, Bessie, poor,
Custeau, Leonelda, Sanford, Me.,
Dumond, Arthur, taxed twice,
Gile, Leroy, Newburyport, Mass.,
Gile, Ella, Newburyport, Mass.,
Johnson, George M., Wards 4 and 5,




Pierce, Chester, West Newfield,




Elkins, Mary E., New York,
Howard, Marguerite, not twenty-one,
Howard, Albert, sick,
Jenness, Earl, soldier,
Jenness, Clara, Wards 5 and 6,
McKenzie, Geo. A., Watertown, Me.,
McKenzie, Alice A., Watertown, Me.,
Wyberg, Elizabeth, poor,
2
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Elliott, Robert, Epping, N. H., $2 00
Elliott, Emma A., Epping, N. H.,
Lord, Sybil E., Wards 2 and 6,
McComb, Leon, Dover, N. H.,
Page, Chas., Wards 4 and 6,
Seavey, Walter, Wards 6 and 2,
Shepard, Philip D., Harrington, N. H.,
Shepard, Florence, Harrington, N. H.,
Smith, Herbert E., dead,
Varney, Elizabeth, city charge,










Perry, Harry V., gone,
Tebbetts, Willis M., Maine,
Home, Newell B., poor,
Arborio, John, gone,
Berry, Geo. C, poor,
Lunt, Nathaniel H., taxed twice,
Mithee, Frank P., taxed twice,
Rochester Grocery Co., moved,
Home, John B., over taxed.





Littlefield, Edith L., poor.
Roots, William, city poor,
Roots, Maude, city poor,
Sisters of Holy Cross, over charged,
Hutchins, A. D., taxed twice,
Robichaud, Edith, city poor,
Murfey, Josephine, moved,
$16
REPORT OF CITY TREASURER
statement of John L. Copp, Treasurer of the City of
Rochester, N. H., for the Year 1928
Receipts
January 1, 1928, balance, $34,364 53
1927 taxes, 20,530 02
Water, 32,633 75
City Clerk's Fees, ' 454 82
1928 taxes, 246,907 89
State of New Hampshire, • 3,231 18
Police costs and fines, 392 70





Sanitary Sewerage, 3,501 20
Surface Sewerage, 5,004 28
Street lights, 14,065 25
Water Works, 42,996 49
School Department, 106,951 37
City Poor, . 10,331 82




Notes and Interest, 125,435 20
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City Bonds, $14,000 00
Miscellaneous, 74,349 56
State Highways, 38,061 64
Health, 917 39




I have examined the record of the receipts and
expenditures of John L. Copp, Treasurer, for the year
1928, and find them correct as per the above statement.
J. STACY TRIPP,
Auditor.
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STATEMENT OF THE DOG LICENSE ACCOUNT
For the Year 1928
Receipts
Balance on hand January 1, 1928, $1,216 36
Received from City Clerk for licenses, 1,549 12
Expenditures
Paid school department,
Paid sundry accounts, dog depredations,
Paid clerk's fees department,








Donors : Seth Adams and Lewis Tebbetts.
Purpose: Income to be paid to poor widows, orphans
and maiden ladies.
Investment: Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1930 series.
Income deposited in Rochester Trust Company.
1928
Balance carried into 1928,
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ABBOTT CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $300.
Donor : Priscilla J. Abbott.
Purpose: Income to be expended in caring for and
beauifying family burial lot of donor, No. 130,
Rochester Cemetery.
Investment: Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1932 series.
Income, Rochester Trust Company.
Statement
1928
Jan. 1 By collected coupons, city
bonds, $12 00
To check paid Rochester
Cemetery Association for
care of lot, $12 00
DORE CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $400.
Donor : Annie R. Dore.
Purpose : The care of burial lot of said donor on home-
stead farm of said deceased near Pickering's
Crossing.




Jan. 1 By collected coupons, city
bonds, $16 00
To check to D. Fremont




Donor: Elizabeth C. Estes.
Purpose: Perpetual care of donor's burial lot.
Investment: Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1932 series.
Balance, Rochester Trust Company.
Statement
1928
Jan. 1 Balance carried into 1927, $8 75
By collected coupons on
city bond, 8 00
$16 75
To paid Rochester Ceme-
tery Association for care
of lot, 8 00
Balance on hand, $8 75
HAVEN HILL CEMETERY
Amount: $3,000.
Donor: Lewis W. Tebbetts.
Purpose : Income to be used to repair and keep in re-
pair and good condition Haven Hill Cemetery on
Rochester Hill.
Investment: Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1982 series.
Balance, Rochester Trust Company.
Statement
1928
Jan. 1 By collected on city bond
coupons, $120 00
To paid Rochester Ceme-
tery Association for care,
etc., $120 00
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MORRILL CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $100.
Donor: Lizzie A. Morrill.
Purpose: Income to be used for perpetual care of de-
ceased's lot in the cemeteiy on Cypress avenue,
No. 361.
Investment: Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1932 series.
Balance, Rochester Trust Company.
Statement
1928
Jan. 1 By collected coupons, city
bond, $4 00
To check Rochester Ceme-
tery Association for care, $4 00
MOORE CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $200.
Donor: John E. Moore.
Purpose : Income to be expended annually for the care
of donor's burial lot and the lot of James L. Allen
in Gonic cemetery; the balance, if any, to be used
for the care of the graves of soldiers who served
in the War of the Rebellion, and are buried in said
cemetery.




To check paid Gonic Ceme-
tery Association, for
care of lot, $8 00
By collected coupons on




Donor : Edwin L. Shorey.
Purpose: Income to be used for perpetual care of Lot
No. 415, known as the Kate M. Boothby Lot on
The North Side of Cemetery on Avenues North,
Locust and Myrtle.
Received December 19, 1921, $100 00
Invested: Municipal Bond, 1931 series.
Collected on Coupons, $4 00
Paid Rochester Cemetery Association, $4 00
WINGATE CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $200.
Donor : Lewis W. Tebbetts.
Purpose: Keeping in good repair and condition the
Wingate family burying ground, which is located
across the road from the Wingate homestead on
the Salmon Falls road in said Rochester.




To check in payment Roch-
ester Cemetery Associ-
ation, labor, etc., $8 00
By collected coupons on
city bonds, $8 00
OLD TOWN FARM CEMETERY FUND
Amount : $273.42.
(This fund is made up from moneys received
from sale of lots in the past and principal as well
as income can be used.)










Mar. 12, 1926, Alonzo G.
Hayes,
June 7, 1926, Div. No. 73,
Dec. 6, 1926, Div. No. 74,
June 6, 1927, Div. No. 75,
Dec. 5, 1927, Div. No. 76,
June 4, 1928,
Dec. 3, 1928,
(3) Emergency Fund General
(Rochester Trust Co., Savings Dept.)
By Prin., Jan. 1, 1928, $30 31




To check for deposit Emer-
gency Fund Special, for
% income allowed for
year, $28 00
$341 36
ABBIE McDUFFEE CHASE FUND
Amount: $5,000.00.
Donor: Abbie McDuffee Chase.
Purpose: Income to be expended in the purchase of
books. These books to be kept in a separate alcove
in the library building to be known as the "John
McDuffee Annex," and said books to be labeled
"John McDuffee Annex."
Investment: Savings Department, Rochester Trust
Company, Book No. 31744.
Statement
1928
Dec. 6 Income from Deposit slip to
Oct. 1, $139 00
Transferred to checking
account for purpose spec-
ified in said bequest, $139 00
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AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
I have examined the accounts of the Trustees of
the Trust Funds of the City of Rochester for the year
1928 and find them correctly cast and properly vouch-
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For the Year Ending December 31, 1928
PLUMBING ACCOUNT
Paid Pierce-Perry Co., brass pipe and
fittings,
Braman Dow Co., pipe and fittings,
Somersworth Water Works, C. I. pipe,
Boston Pipe & Fittings Co., fittings,
Mueller Co., fittings,
E. F. Hamlin Brass Co., fittings.
Ware Coupling & Nipple Co., fittings,
Neptune Meter Co., repair parts.
National Meter Co., meters and parts,
Federal Meter Co., meter and parts,
Pittsburgh Meter Co., parts,
Albert P. Covey, repairs,
Isaac B. Allen, fittings returned,
Courier Publishing Co., plumbing permits,
Rensselaer Mfg. Co., valves.
Red Hed Mfg. Co., corporations and stop
and waste cocks,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
Clark's Express,
F. E. Hussey, paid for express.





Paid Quaker City Rubber Co., packing and
hose, $40 06
Creteau Battery Station, battery
repairs, 2 50
M. F. Ellis & Co., cotton waste, 13 56
Crossley Motor Sales, battery repairs, 60
George A. Caldwell, gate valves^and re-
pairs, 35 16
W. S. Darley Co., repairs for leak detec-
tor, 12 76
Mueller Co., repairs for pipe threader, 9 82
Ingersoll-Rand Co., repairs and parts
for compressed air machine, 210 73
Carpenter Mfg. Co., repairs for light, 7 07
Hauck Mfg. Co., repairs for thawing
torch, 13 40
Rensselaer Valve Co., 3 hydrants and re-
pairs, 355 60
Braman Dow & Co., gate box and repairs, 7 86
Boston Pipe & Fittings Co., tools and re-
pairs,
Pierce-Perry Co., packing,
Walter N. Morrison Co., repairs,
Henry Higson, brazing,
J. H. Clow, material and repairs,
Somersworth Water Works, gate box,
Albert P. Covey, material and repairs,
Spaulding Moss & Co., blue prints and
material,
Eugene C. Foss Co., hardware,
Ayers & Jenkins Co., hardware,
Rochester Lumber Co., lumber,
Diamond Match Co., lumber.
George W. Blake, lumber,
Hervey's Tire Shop, repairs,
E. L. Dearborn, repairing boots and
coats,
A. A. Pluff, repairing curtains.
16
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Paid Charles W. Varney & Co., premium on
trucks, air compressor and generator, $215 41
Harry Roberts, sharpening and repairs, 8 90
H. H. Howard, sharpening and repairs, 29 20
Gonic Mfg. Co., sharpening and repairs, 124 97
John Hooper, sharpening, 50
Ralph P. Corson, sharpening, 2 35
Potvin's Garage, auto repairs, 146 72
Philhp's Garage, auto repairs, 20 20
Murdock & Arthur, Inc., auto repairs, 1 13
Lightbody Drug Co., distilled water, 1 00
Dubois Electrical Co., 25 ft. cord and cage, 7 50
Chase Handle Co., handles, 4 41
A. F. Bradley, cement, 24 50
Globe Store, mdse., 2 25
Standard Oil Co., 50 gals, oil and 200
gals, kerosene, 55 65
George H. Reed, material and labor on
board for plans, 2 55
Fred P. Header, thumb tacks, 15
Courier Publishing Co., cloth signs, 8 00
F. W. Fifield & Co., water bills and
printing, 32 75
Addressograph Co., ribbon, 85
H. R. Foss, 22,010 lbs, bituminous
coal, 93 55
George P. Furbush, stamped en-
velopes,
F. E. Hussey, paid out for express,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co.,
Twin State Gas & Electric Co.,
lighting.
Salary Dept., clerk's hire,
Pay Rolls, for labor,





Paid Pierce-Perry Co., C. I. water pipe, $1,158 16
Braman Dow & Co., galvanized iron
water pipe, 330 46
Builders Iron Foundry, C. I. connec-
tions,
Boston Pipe & Fittings Co., gate,
Rensselaer Valve Co., C. I. valves,
Leadite Co., leadite,
Belmont Smelting Co., pig lead,
M, E. Bennett Co., packing,
Hurlburt & Hatfield, packing,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
Pay Rolls, for labor,
Total expenditures,
158
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Expenditures
Plumbing account, $4,890 34
Maintenance account, 9,225 12
Construction account, 3,819 94
Investment account, 25,000 00
Cash on hand (uninvested) Jan. 1, 1929. 11,585 11
$54,520 51
ASSETS OF WATER WORKS JAN. 1, 1929
Sinking fund, $41,389 92
Due from City, 11,585 11
$52,975 03
I hereby certify that I have examined the ac-
counts of the Clerk of the Water Works for the year
1928, and I believe the above statement to be a true




CLERK OF THE WATER BOARD
In Account With Rochester Water Works
Cash on hand, Jan. 1, 1928,
REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF
WATER WORKS
For the Year Ending December 31, 1928
To the Committee on Water Works
:
Gentlemen :-.-The thirtyZ-seventh report of this
department is herewith submitted.
The source of supply during the year: Reservoir,
Jan. 1 to Aug. 14 ; Round Pond, Aug. 14 to Dec. 31.
Water Main Extensions
Western Avenue, 765 feet, 6 inches 6-inch cast
iron pipe.
McDuffee Street, 177 feet 2-inch galvanized W. I.
pipe.
Willey Street, 386 feet, 6 inches %-in. galvanized
W. I. pipe.
Water Main Replacement
R. R. Avenue, Gonic, 475 ft., 6 inches 2-in. galvan-
ized pipe with 6-in. C. I. pipe.
Dewey Street, 755 feet, 1-in. galvanized pipe with
6-in. C. I. pipe.
North Main Street, 144 feet, II/2 inches %in. gal-
vanized pipe with 2-in. galvanized W. I. pipe.
Nutter Court, 171 feet %-in. galvanized pipe with
1-in. galvanized W. I. pipe.
Hickey Street, E. R., 238 ft. %-in. galvanized pipe
with 1-in. galvanized W. I. pipe.
Total feet of main, 6-in. pipe, 1,996 ft. 6 in.
Total feet of main, 2-in. pipe, 321 ft.
Total feet of main, 1-in. pipe, 409 ft.
Total feet of main, %-in. pipe, 386 ft. 6 in.
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Sprinkler Services
City Hospital, 72 ft. 4-in. C. I. pipe.
Champlin Mill Boiler Service, 12 ft. 4-in. C. I.
pipe.
Studley's Saw Mill, 35 ft. 6-in. C. I. pipe.
New Hydrants Installed
R. R. Avenue, Gonic, one Corey-Steamer type.
Western Avenue, three Corey-Steamer type.
Dewey Street, one Corey-Steamer type.
Hydrants Changed
One on Linden Street.
One on Winter Street to South Main Street.
One on Hanson Street.
Number of hydants repaired during year, 9
Total number of hydrants installed to date
:
So. Lebanon, Maine, 6
Rochester, East Rochester and Gonic, 205
All hydrants were painted.
Service Department
New services laid 1928, 22:
Services to date, 1,998
Services relaid, 1928, 30
Services thawed, 9
Service leaks repaired, 10
Main leaks repaired, 7
Total Feet Service Pipe Laid, 1928
Brass, size %-in., 1,805 feet.
Brass, size 1-in., 61 ft.
Galvanized, size %-in., 594 ft., 6 in.
Galvanized, size 1-in., 264 ft.
Galvanized, size 2-in., 20 ft.
City of Rochester
Meter Department
New meters installed, 1928,
Meters removed and reset,
Meters owned by customers.








The following table gives meter sizes and num-
ber in use in city, Dec. 31, 1928:
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moving vegetation and mud from catchment area. At
the canal to Berry brook and above the dam near gate
house the sediment has been removed, the shores




REPORl^ OF SUPERINTENDENT OF
SEWERS
For the Year Ending December 31, 1928
To the Committee on Seivers:
Gentlemen :—The annual report of the Sewer De-
partment is herewith submitted
:
Number of permits to do pumbing, 94
Number of connections to main sewer 1928, 26
Number of sewer connections to date, 1,596
Number of connections cleaned 1928, 51
Mains flushed April and October.
Main Extensions
Maple Street, Gonic, 1,020 ft. 6-in. pipe, 3 man-
holes.




REPORT OF CITY MARSHAL
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester :
Gentlemen :—^I hereby submit the following re-
port of the Police Department for the year ending
December 31, 1928:
Whole number of arrests, 105
No. 1 Drunks, 39
2 Keeping for sale, 14
3 Manufacturing liquor, 3
4 Illegal posession of liquor, 7
5 Selling liquor, 1
6 Driving under the influence of
liquor, 8
7 Driving without license, 2
8 Reckless driving, 2
9 Assault, 6
10 Larceny, 2
11 Breaking and entering and larceny, 1
12 Violation of Dump Ordinance, 2
13 Driving an unregistered car, 2
14 Operating after license had been
revoked, 3
15 Deserting minor child, 1
16 Passing worthless checks, 1
17 Violation of Immigration Laws, 3
18 Vagrancy, 1
19 Fornication, • 1
20 Brawl and tumult, 2
21 Carrying concealed weapons with-
out permit, 3
22 Non-support. 1
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DISPOSED OF AS FOLLOWS
28No. 1 Paid fine and costs,
60 days at house of correction, 2
30 days mittimus at call of Marshal, 2
60 days mittimus at call of Marshal, 1
90 days suspended on good behavior, 3
Placed on file, i
Continued for sentence, 2
2 $200.00 and costs, 60 days suspended, 1
$100.00 and costs, 60 days suspended. 5
$100.00 and costs, 60 days in jail, 2
$100.00 and costs, 90 days in jail, ' 1
$50.00 and costs, 30 days suspended, 3
$50.00 and costs, 90 days mittimus
at call of Marshal, 1
$25.00 and costs, 1
3 $100.00 and costs and 60 days sus-
pended, I
$50.00 and costs and 60 days sus-
pended, 2
4 Paid $25.00 and costs and 30
days suspended, 6
Continued for sentence, 1
5 $100.00 and costs and 60 days sus-
pended, I
6 Fined $50.00 and costs,' 5
Fined $25.00 and costs, 2
Fined $50.00 and costs, fine sus-
pended, I
7 Fined $25.00 and costs, 2
8 Paid fine of $50.00 and costs, 2
9 Fined $10.00 and costs, 3
Fined $25.00 and costs, 1
Fined $20.00 and costs, 1




REPORT OF CHIEF ENGINEER OF
FIRE DEPARTMENT
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
In rendering my report of the Fire Department
for the year ending December 31, 1928, I would state
that we have been very fortunate this year in not hav-
ing many serious fires and with our equipment we feel
that we are better prepared for whatever emergency
may arise by having up-to-date equipment.
There have been 22 bell alarms; 171 still alarms,
mostly chimney fires; 14 brush and forest fires, in the
City proper ; 3 bell alarms ; 12 still alarms ; 1 brush and
forest fire, at East Rochester; 2 bell alarms; 17 still
alarms ; 4 brush and forest fires at Gonic, making a
total of 246 alarms for the year.
Out of town calls : January 14 w^e assisted Gonic
in its drowning accident; February 10 we assisted
Farmington in its fire; June 3 we assisted Eastwood,
Maine, in its fire; July 9 we assisted New Durham in
its fire ; October 26 we assisted Gonic in its fire.
The amount of property involved is as follows
:
Value of buildings, $251,839 84
Insurance on same, 191,950 00
Losses paid, 19,337 67
Value of contents, 286,257 67
Insurance on same, 282,250 00
Losses paid, 14,695 62
This year the City purchased two automatic hose
couplings, two play pipes, two thousand feet of 2y-)-m.
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rubber lined, double jacket hose, three new fire alarm
boxes and four extinguishers.
I will recommend that the City purchase another
pumping car. The reason why I recommend it:
To the Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen :—I wish to call your attention to the
condition of the City in case of a large fire, especially
on the east side of the railroad track where all the box
factories, lumber sheds and lumber yards are, where
you have about sixty pounds water pressure at the
hydrant which is not sufficient to fight large fires with,
and the new water main is too far away to help these
conditions.
We experienced these conditions some few years
ago when Champlin's mill, Kiesel Brick Co., the barrel
factory, the United Box & Lumber Co. and the handle
factory, were all burned down. It was the cause of
heat and low water pressure.
Two years ago we had a steamer. Today we have
only a pump. This pump has been three times to Mil-
ton, once at Union, once at Milton Mills, once at Farm-
ington, once at Eastwood, Maine, once at East Roch-
ester, once at Gonic, and with the changing over of
some of the business blocks and adding on them, and a
large addition put on the woolen mill, and the Chamber
of Commerce making every effort to start the Wallace
shop, I do believe that the City Council should take this
matter under consideration.
The Reo truck has been overhauled this year and
should be painted this coming year.
The room on the first floor of the fire station has
been varnished and makes a great improvement.
There has also been a new floor laid in the Gonic sta-
tion this year.
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In behalf of the Fire Department, I will take this
opportunity to extend our sincere thanks to all those
who have been so kind and have given to the Depart-
ment to show that they appreciate its good work.
In behalf of the Board of Engineers, I will take
this opportunity to extend our sincere thanks to all the
Officers and Members of the Fire Department for the
promptness in which they have discharged their duties
during the past year.
In conclusion I will take this method to thank the
Mayor and Fire Committee and Members of the City
Council for what they have done for the Fire Depart-
ment during the year just ended.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN F. NUTE,
Chief Engineer of the Fire Department.
ROCHESTER FIRE ALARM
Box No. Location
12 Central Square, corner Congress Street.
13 North Main and Bridge Streets.
14 River and Lafayette Streets.
15 Waldron Avenue and Chestnut Street.
16 Pine and Brattle Streets.
17 Maple and Highland Streets.
21 Pine and North Main Streets.
23 Strafford Square.
24 High and North Main Streets.
25 High and Walnut Streets.
26 High School.
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27 Pleasant and Wakefield Streets.
28 Glenwood Avenue and Wakefield Street.
31 Kimball and Summer Streets.
32 Signal and Summer Streets.
33 Portland Street and Douglas Court.
34 Leonard Street and Harrison Avenue.
35 Prospect and Portland Streets.
36 School and Winter Streets.
37 Foot of Silver Street.
38 King and Court Streets.
41 Woodman and Charles Streets.
42 Academy and Charles Streets.
43 May and Charles Streets.
44 Lowell and Charles Streets.
45 Hancock and Charles Streets.
47 Hancock and Upham Streets.
52 Portland and South Main Streets.
53 Winter and South Main Streets.
54 Linden and South Main Streets.




6 Brush fire or fire at a distance.
22-22 Signal for no school.
Chief Engineer's Phone, 89 ; residence, 251-Y.
REPORT OF CITY SOLICITOR
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester :
It is very gratifying to report at the close of the
year 1928 that the vast amount of business transacted
by the City officials has been so well handled that no
new litigation has been instituted against the City.
The only unsettled claims against the City at the
beginning of the year 1928 were those of N, B. Thayer
Company for abatement of taxes, and the claim for
damages by Joseph Michael for injuries received upon
the highway leading from Rochester to Concord.
The matter with N. B. Thayer Company was ad-
justed and settled by the parties.
The claim of Joseph Michael is now pending and
unsettled.
There are no other suits or claims pending or





REPORT OF BOARD OF HEALTFI
To the Honorable Majior and Citij Coimcil of the Citij
of Rochester :
We herewith submit our report for the year end-
ing Dec. 31, 1928.




Number of stillbirths, 9
Number of deaths from diphtheria, 1
Number of deaths from tuberculosis, 3
Number of deaths from cancer, 16
All complaints have been investigated.
Respectfully submitted,
D. L. STOKES, M. D.,
FORREST L. KEAY, M. D.,
Board of Health.
REPORT OF OVERSEER OF POOR
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester :
The following list shows the names and the
amount of assistance furnished to City Poor during the
year ending Dec. 31, 1928:
Mrs. David Morin, $742 12
Mrs. Elizabeth Forgues, 71 75
Leda Belanger, 57 20
James B. Estes, 236 40
Thomas Cullen, 4 54
Henry W. Kimball, 755 00
William Langevin, 151 73
Mrs. Elizabeth Varney, 225 75
Mrs. Lizzie E. Hartford, 72 00
Mrs. Otis Stanhope, 28 31
Wilbur S. Hurd, 457 23
Robert Emmond, 241 27
Mrs. Louis Labrie, 168 00
Anna and Beatrice Sylvain, 300 00
John Nealand, 181 00
Mrs. David Robichaud, 208 47
Nazaire Dubois, 51 71
Edwin Dame, 172 81
Mrs. Mattie Lyle, 132 00
Mrs. Frank Dodge, 231 54
Isaac Pearl, 247 60
Nettie Bickford, 723 74
Samuel Clark, 240 00
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Charles Jackson, ^^^ ^^
Albert Howard, 1^2
Oo
Adolph Messier, ^'^ ^^
Roscoe Hartford, 1^^ °^
Samuel Gray, 204
Sb


















Mrs. Nellie F. Short,
'^^ ^'^
Charles E. Nealand, 218
50
Mrs. Walter Lambert, 502
17
Adrian Potvin, 1^^ ^
Michael Driscoll, 144
66














John R. Williamson, ^0
00
Austin A. Hall, 45
00
Medicines for city poor, 56
15
$10,891 74
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Soldiers' Aid, $1,638 45





RECEIPTS FOR AUTO PERMITS
From January 1, 1928 to January 1, 1929
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Graham Paige, 5 $73 12
Gray, 4 6 78
Haynes, 1 4 64
Hudson, 76 426 58
Hupmobile, 21 226 27
International, 8 55 22
Indiana, 1 24 12
Jewett, 18 68 63
Jordan, 9. 141 53
LaSalle, 1 24 17
Lexington, 2 11 20
Lincoln, 4 137 15
Mack, 15 149 60
Marmon, 7 91 02
Maxwell, 26 68 05
Meteor, 1 9 15
Nash, 56 471 78
Oakland, 55 443 00
Oldsmobile, 143 1,203 79
Overland, 129 263 70
Packard, 13 320 75
Paige, 11 126 28
Peerless, 4 38 51
Pierce Arrow, 1 10 00
Pontiac, 72 538 35
Reo, 51 408 89
Rickenbacker, 8 6 86
Rolls Royce, 1 10 00
Scripps Booth, 1 2 70
Star, 12 23 04
Stearns, 1 10 00
Stearns Knight, 1 10 00
Studebaker, 128 810 60
Stutz, 2 23 97
Velie, 4 15 52
Whippet, 32 177 45















At a meeting of the trustees of the Rochester Pub-
lic Library, December 31, 1928, it was voted that the
report of the secretary, librarian and treasurer be pre-
sented to the city council as the annual report of the
trustees for the year, 1928.
ROCHESTER PUBLIC LIBRARY
TRUSTEES
Elihu a. Corson, ex-officio
Willis McDuffee,
REPORT OF LIBRARY TRUSTEES
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen:—The Board of Trustees respectfully
submit to you the thirty-fifth annual report of the trus-
tees, together with the reports of the Librarian and
Treasurer for the year 1928.
The Board has held its ten regular meetings.
There were no adjourned meetings.
A few minor repairs were needed and made. A
desk chair, rubber matting, and card catalogue cases
have been purchased.
Shelving space in the library is much needed. In
order to make room for new books, it has become
necessary to store many old books in the basement.
These books cannot be properly cared for there, and
are inaccessible to the public. This crowded condi-
tion has been brought to the Council's attention in pre-
vious reports, and we wish to urge again that it receive
favorable consideration. Some provision must be
made to relieve the congestion.
What has been done with the 1928 revenues will
be found in the accompanying report of the librarian.
Our library is a live educational center. Its high
rank among New England institutions of like char-
acter is primarily due to the ability and devoted ser-




Rochester, N. H., Dec. 31, 1928.
REPORT OF LIBRARIAN
To the Board of Trustees of the Rochester Public
Library :
Gentlemen :—Again it becomes my privilege and
my duty to' present to you a report of a year's work.
As" the outstanding events of each month have been
brought to your attention at your regular meetings, it
seems necessary at this time, to give merely a summary
of the w^ork of the year and note its most important
problems.
GROWTH
Grov^th to a library means tv^o things : first, the
number of books added ; second, the increasing use
of the library.
159 books have been given to the library this year
;
59 have been added by binding magazines and 634
have been purchased at a cost of $913.14. Of the
number purchased, 86 have replaced or duplicated
books worn out or needed.
To satisfy the regular patrons with the few new
books purchased has been one of the problems. Roch-
ester readers want the best of the new books both
fiction and non-fiction and want them at once. These
books are expensive. Even novels retail today at $2.00
or $2.50 and some publishers are agitating the ques-
tion of raising the price of the more important to
$3.00. Non-fiction ranges in price from $3.00 to $10.00
per volume. It has therefore been impossible to add
any large number of books with a small allowance.
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CIRCULATION
1,139 more books have been given out this year
than last. The circulation for the year being 74,147.
Regular patrons have become personal friends and
are missed if for a time they are not able to visit the
library. That these patrons appreciate their opportu-
nity has been made evident by their v^ords of com-
mendation and appreciation and their notes of regret
when called to a place where the library is less active.
One letter recently received from the west said, "You
cannot tell how often we wish that the Rochester Pub-
lic Library was near us."
THE CHILDREN'S ROOM
Perhaps no part of library work is more interest-
ing than the work with the children. Little tots, who
have practised writing their name until it is legible,
come with beaming faces to take out a library card.
You will find them enthusiastically looking over the
books, often sitting on the floor in their anxiety to get
a better view, bringing to the desk all their little arms
will hold. After a little persuasion they are contented
to leave a few of these for another day.
It is only a few years before these little folks,
grown used to and at home in the library are at the
main desk asking for required reading or insisting that
they have read all the books in the children's room.
To this room have come 4,147 readers and 18,374
books have been given out. Upon looking over the
records we find that the highest average circulation
was during the summer.
This is due in part to the Vacation Reading Con-
test plan. 54 young people, between the ages of 8
and 15, registered, read and reported 468 books.
We have sometimes wondered if the Vacation
Reading Contest paid, if the young people received
enough benefit to pay for the work entailed.
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This fall we were told that three of our young
ladies who are attending a private school were asked
with the other members of the class to present a list of
books which they had read and where they were ob-
tained. These young ladies presented the bevSt lists
of the entire class and gave credit to the Vacation
Reading Contest of the Rochester Public Library.
AGENCIES
The agencies at Gonic and East Rochester have
been maintained as heretofore. The usual number of
books have been kept at each, the monthly exchanges
made and the required reports forwarded to the home
library. Gonic has given out 1,045 books and East
Rochester 1,771. Miss Allen has not thought it ad-
visable to continue the house station at Walnut Grove
this year and only 25 books were given out.
READERS AND STUDENTS
It is always a disappointment at the end of a busy
year when so much of the time has been spent satisfy-
ing the demands of the "seekers after knowledge" to
find that the number has really been less than the year
before. Such is the fact however and the total number
counted, 13,239, is 2,446 less than last year.
The two session plan at the High School limits
the time for reference work and makes the hours from
4 to 6 P. M. very congested at the library, so con-
gested in fact that the entire library seems given over
to school pupils and the entire staff are kept busy
attending to their needs.
Much time was spent last winter assisting the
seniors with their special work and the museum is
used again this year as a study room by the High
School debating team.
We are glad to report that adults have used the
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reading room more this year, many coming regularly
and staying longer. Some of the New Hampshire
University students use the library for their outside
work, spending several hours daily in the rooms.
WORK OF THE YEAR
In library work as in every other work of any
importance, that which meets the eye, such as circula-
tion and reference, is the smaller part of the work.
The assembling, the preparation, the method of
output, the publicity, the appropriate and permanent
records, each has an important part in the scheme of
things. Added to these is the care of property and
books. 8,129 books have been repaired at the library.
Many of these have been taken apart and resewed,
then put back into their covers with new end pages.
This not only adds to the life of a book which would
otherwise have to be discarded but lessens the cost of
rebinding.
Rebinding is a big expense each year. It now
costs from sixty to eighty cents to rebind the average
book. At first thought it seems as if it would be less
expensive to replace with cheap editions than to re-
bind. When one considers that first editions have bet-
ter paper and good print and that the life of a book
after rebinding is from three to ten times as long than
in the publishers binding it does seem to be wise.
Another problem which is hard to meet is that of
fines. It seems to be a growing habit to forget the
money when a book is over due. This necessitates not
only the additional trouble of making a fine slip but
the unpleasant task of asking for the fine later.
Some method must be devised whereby each pat-
ron will consider it a matter of honor to bring the
money for a book, which has been kept over time, as
long as it is a law of the library.
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SERVICE
Never in the history of the library have the staff
done better team work or taken a greater interest in
their work. The inevitable changes in the general
assistant have taken place. This is really to be ex-
pected as the one chosen for the position is often mark-
ing time waiting for an opportunity for higher educa-
tion.
Other than that the personnel of the staff remains
the same and my sincere appreciation is due these effi-
cient assistants who in every way- co-operate in carry-
ing on the work.
SUMMARY
In January 1929, thirty-five years will have passed
since the library opened its doors to a waiting public.
Each year has marked some advancement in its growth
and use, each year has brought new needs and new de-
mands.
Because of its very modest income it has grown
slowly; because of the loyalty and interest of those
who had the matter in hand, it has grown well.
It has ever been one of the underlying principles
of the library to keep well in advance of the times and
the prospective demands of the public, to be all things
to all people as far forth as the library policy would
allow.
From it has gone out 1,717,636 books to enrich or
enliven the lives of our people. To it has come 408,808
readers and students for help and recreation.
What the next thirty-five years will mean to the
library depends not only on those who carry on the
work but on the liberality of the citizens.
I would at this time express my most sincere ap-
preciation to the assistants of the past as well as to
those of the present who have helped with the work
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of the years and to the trustees who have always en-
couraged and expressed their appreciation for the









Increase by purchase, 634
Increase by gift, 159
Increase by binding magazines, 59
Number of lost or injured volumes restored, 3
Total increase, 845
Number of volumes discarded, 115
Number of volumes lost or injured, 16
Total loss, 131
Net gain for the year, 724
Number of volumes in library January 1,
1928, 26,545
Number of volumes in library December 31,
1928, 27,269
Books Purchased
Number of volumes purchased from the
general fund, 589
Number purchased from the Jennie Far-
rington fund, 30
Number purchased from the Abbie McD.
Chase fund, 5
Total number purchased, 634
Periodicals
Number of periodicals subscribed for, 66
Number of periodicals donated, 29
Circulation
Number of days open for circulation, 310
Number of books given out, 74,147
Largest number given out any one day, 572
Smallest number, 75
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Number of volumes given out to teachers
for school work, 532
Number of pamphlets, unbound magazines
and pictures circulated, 4,528
Number of standard fiction circulated, 1,569
Number of volumes sent to agencies, 1,925
Increase in circulation over last year, 1,139
Registrations
Population of Rochester, 9,037
New borrowers registering during the year, 262
Number holding library cards at the li-
brary, 8,126
Children's Room
Number of days open, 310
Number of books given out, 18,374
Largest number any one day, 148
Smallest number, 19
Decrease from last year, 159
Number of readers in children's room, 4,147
Largest attendance in any one day, 29
Smallest, 3
Decrease from last year, 966
Agencies
Number of books sent to Gonic, 1,100
Number of days open for circulation, 99
Number of volumes given out, 1,045
Decrease from last year, 159
New registrations, 27
Number of readers in room, 399
Number of books sent to East Rochester, 825
Number of days open, 99
Number of books given out, 1,771
Increase over last year, 365
Registrations for the year, 36
Number of books given out at Walnut Grove, 25
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Reading and Reference Rooms
Number of readers and students counted, 13,239
Largest number counted any one day, 98
Smallest number any one day, 10
Average daily, 44
Number of High School students using the
reference room, 2,113
Largest number any one day, 41
Miscellaneous
Number of books classified, catalogued and
accessioned, 842
Number of volumes rebound, 609
Number of volumes repaired at library, 8,129
Number of periodicals and pamphlets filed, 521
Number of volumes transferred to base-
ment, 2,334
Number of out of town patrons for three




CIRCULATION, 1926 TO 1928
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American Society for the Control of Cancer,
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New England Telephone and Telegraph
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Advent Christian Church
Barber, G. J., D. C.
Baril, Harold
Bell, Mrs. M. W.
Benevolent and Protective
Order of Elks, Roches-
ter Lodge, No. 1393
Cummins, Rev. J. F.
Evans, Alfred W.
Knights of Columbus
Mary Torr Chapter, D.
A. R.
Meader, Mrs. F. P. and
Sunday School Class




Steadman, Mrs. J. C.
Strafford County, Y. M.
C. A.



























































































Dow, Mary 17 Pictures for Scrap-Book
Lee, Mrs. Frederick 1 Steel Engraving, Framed
Meader, Harry H. 1 Historical Wood Relic, Framed
Woman's Christian Temperance 1 Portrait of Frances Willard,
Union, Rochester
Worcester, Col. H. L.
Framed
1 Certificate of Sons of Ameri-
can Revolution, Framed
2 Passports, Framed
1 Testimonial of Patriotism of






FINANCIAL REPORT FOR 1928
Amount of money on hand January 1, 1928,
Received from the Rochester Woman's Club,
Received from all other sources,
Total receipts,








Jennie Farrington Annex Fund,
Interest to January 1, 1929,
Olive Maria Woodward Fund,
Interest to January 1, 1927,
Abbie McDuffee Chase Fund,
Interest to January 1, 1929,
Receipts
Balance in treasury, January 1, 1928,
Appropriation from city.
Received from librarian, fines, etc..
Interest from Jennie Farrington Fund,
Partial interest from Abbie McDuffee Chase
Fund,
Expenditures
Books from general fund.
Books from Jennie Farrington Fund,





Repairs, furnishings and improvements.
Insurance,












Balance on hand, 78 20
$7,919 62
I have examined the receipts and expenditures of
the financial reports of the Librarian, Lillian E. Parsh-
ley, and the Treasurer, John L. Copp. I find them cor-
rectly cast and properly vouched.
JOSEPH F. SWEET,
Secretary of the Board of Trustees.
Rochester, N. H., December 31. 1928.
Annual Report
OF THE
School Board of City of Rochester
New Hampshire
For the Year Ending December 31, 1928
At a meeting of the School Board of Rochester,
January 10, 1929, the annual report of the Superin-
tendent of Schools was accepted and ordered printed
as the report of the School Board to the City Council
and to the citizens of the city.
WILLIAM H. BUKER,
Secretary.
Rochester, N. H., January 11, 1929.
School Board, City of Rochester
As Organized for 1928
CHAIRMAN
HON. ELIHU A. CORSON
^,, , „ \ C. Gakfield Hurd*Ward One
, Lawrence E. Haley
^j. - ^ j John N. Emerson^^^'^ ^ ""^
I James O. Watson
,j, , m J Myron I. JennessWard 1 liree




Ward tour -, Albert J. Desjardins
,jj , E,. S Lillian F. CooperWard Five
^ j^g^^^ ^ ^umn
,j^ J ^. j J- Stacy Tripp
'^ ^^^" ^^^' 1 Henry K. Dow
*Deceased March 11, 1928. Willis S. Blaisdell




Teacher's and Salayies—Dow, Jenness, Cooper, Tripp,
Small.
Textbooks and Supplies—Cooper, Hurd*, Emerson.





**Chairman of Transportation Committee.
School Board, City of Rochester
As Organized for 1929
CHAIRMAN
HON. LOUIS H. McDUFFEE
^^r 1 ^ I Lawrence E. Haley^«^^ <^^^
( Willis S. Blaisdell
„. , ^ I James O. WatsonWard Tivo
^ ^jles h. Dustin
„, , ^, / Harry N. LenfestWard Three
^ Myron I. Jenness
„, , / Albert J. DesjardinsWard Four
^ Frederic E. Small
„, , „. / Justin A. EmeryWard Five
^ q^^^ ^ Wentworth







Teachers and Salaries—Dow, Jenness, Tripp, Small,
Haley.
Textbooks and Supplies—Blaisdell, Lenfest, Went-
worth.




SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS AND SECRE-
TARY OF THE BOARD
William H. Buker
Office at High School Building. Office hours
:
4.00 to 5.00 P. M., on school days ; 8.30 to 12.00 A. M.
on Saturdays. Residence, 10 Granite Street.
SECRETARY TO THE SUPERINTENDENT OF
SCHOOLS
Myrtle L. Cheney





To the Members of the School Board:
The purpose of this thirty-seventh report and the
sixth that I have presented is to inform you concerning
three issues
:
1—To state how the school money is expended.
2—To discuss the returns we are receiving from
school revenue.
3—To discuss how Rochester may have a more effi-
cient school system.
The financial statement in this report answers the
first issue.
I wish to inform rather concretely this body and
the public concerning the second and third issues.
TEACHERS
The teaching staff has, during the year, endeavor-
ed to increase its professional training. Many of the
teachers have taken summer and extension courses.
All have continued professional courses in reading, and
a few have had visiting days to observe other school
systems. The superintendent has held several teach-
ers' meetings at which teachers have freely discussed
various phases of school work. Rochester teachers, as
a group, desire to keep well informed concerning recent
movements in the educational field.
Rochester and every other city in the state needs
a retirement plan for its teachers. Teachers, who have
given the greater part of their lives to public welfare,
should at least have the assurance that the public
recognizes their past contributions.
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The State Teachers' Association will present to
the 1929 legislature a Teachers' Retirement Bill.
Briefly its advantages are
:
(a) It partly compensates for the low salary that
teaching offers while in service.
(b) It makes each year of teaching a step toward
independence in old age.
(c) It gives a teacher an opportunity to study
and travel during summer months.
(d) It tends to raise the morale of the teaching
force.
The retirement plan is in effect in all the states,
except New Hampshire, north of the Mason and Dixon
Line and east of the Mississippi River.
The cost for this retirement measure is equally
shared by the teacher and the state. The total cost to
the state would be about $20,000 ; Rochester's share
toward this amount would be only a few hundred dol-
lars.
I trust then that the members of the school board,
representatives to the legislature, and the public of
Rochester may give this proposed measure full consid-
eration.
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School St. 1 Helen Watson Margaret Paul
School St. 8 Florence Paine Lenora Edgecomb
Additional teacher at East Rochester Elsie Darling
*Transferred
Thq following teachers attended a 1928 summer
school
:
Elden G. Barbour, Bates College.
Lenora Edgecomb, Plymouth Normal School.
Elwood S. Eraser, Bates College.
Alice D. Goodwin, Bates College.
Erma R. Goodwin, Gorham Normal School.
Lewis E. Holden, University of New Hampshire.
Margaret Jenness, Columbia University.
Eva M. Locke, University of New Hampshire.
Douglas Stevenson, Harvard College.
Rodger M. Tolman, University of New Hampshire.
The following teachers are taking a course at the
University during this year on Saturday mornings
:
Phylhs Bliss, Guy O. Edmunds, Ida B. Header, Mary
W. Rhodes, Louise P. Sawyer, Rodger Tolman, Mabel
E. Warburton.
HIGH SCHOOL
The headmaster will give in his report a detailed
account of the many activities pertaining to the high
school. I wish merely to inform you in general terms
concerning the work of the high school.
We have had a more stable teaching force than
for many years. A school with few teacher changes is
in general a favorable sign that its scholastic rating is
higher than a school which has a changing teaching
staff.
The State Department of Education has given
Rochester High an honor rating in its secondary report
ending June 30, 1928.
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1. Rochester High had, the past year, a small
amount of tardiness and a high percentage of attend-
ance.
2. The school offered a large amount of supple-
mentary material in addition to the fundamental sub-
jects.
3. Much more Latin was read at Rochester High
School than in the average school of the state.
4. A smaller per cent of our high school pupils
left school than in the average school of the state.
5. Rochester High had more than 178 days of
school which was the average for the state.
6. A larger per cent of the high school graduates
are continuing their post-secondary education than
from the average high school. In fact Rochester had
the largest per cent, of graduates who continued their
post-secondary education of any city high school in the
state.
A PHYSICAL TRAINING BUILDING
Reasons for such a building
:
1. Every boy and girl in Rochester is entitled
to have an opportunity to develop his body as well as
his mind.
Rochester is the only city in the state which is not
giving its boys and girls a fair show in this respect.
2. There is not a building in the city where the
various clubs of this city may have any proper indoor
physical training.
3. Our present health program must practically
stop in the elementary grades. A high school program
could be added if a building were available. This
would involve but a small additional expense. It seems
very inconsistent to the writer to start a program and
then be able to carry it only half way through.
4. The citizens of Rochester are responsible for
the moral training of the youth in this city. The
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church, clubs, and many other uplifting organizations
cannnot function on theory. Physical and moral train-
ing go along side by side.
SCIENTIFIC TESTING
The State Board of Education has given standard-
ized tests to the senior classes of all high schools. The
purposes of these tests is to give post-secondary insti-
tutions such information as will aid these schools in
adjusting its students to their particular school.
In addition to the above tests several tests have
been given by the writer for three purposes
:
1. To assist teachers in diagnosing their teaching
problems.
2. To raise the scholastic standing of the schools.
3. To give the school officials and teachers a
greater knowledge of the individual pupil.
SMITH-HUGHES AID
The Federal Government contributes annually
$10,000 to the state to assist high schools that have
Mechanic Arts Courses. These courses must meet the
minimum standards set up by the Federal Vocational
Board. We were able to meet these standards in 1927-
1928. The amount received from this fund for the
year ending June 30, 1928, was $1,481.73. It is ex-
pected that we shall receive a like sum this year.
POST-SECONDARY SCHOOLS
There is not a post-secondary institution in the
east which has a high scholastic rating but what insists
on more than scholastic marks for admission require-
ments.
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These institutions require the pupil's standardized
test scores received in high school, his scholastic posi-
tion relative to other members of his class and the
teachers' estimates of such characteristics as person-
ality, honesty, leadership, ambition and desires.
Therefore, it is essential that those who are con-
templating a post-secondary education should decide
early in high school in order that they may concentrate
upon the requirements of these secondary institutions.
NORMAL SCHOOLS
We have two normal schools in the state, one at
Plymouth and the other at Keene. Both schools offer
a two-year course for elementary teachers, grades I
to VI, and a course for Junior high school teachers,
grades VII, VIII, and IX.
The course for the senior high school teachers
varies in the two institutions. Plymouth offers courses
for commercial and academic teachers in the high
schools. Keene offers an Academic, Mechanic and
Domestic Arts curricula.
The four-year graduates from these institutions
receive a Bachelor Degree in Education.
High School graduates who are contemplating to
become teachers would do well to investigate these
schools before deciding what institution to attend.
THRIFT AND ECONOMY
In a well organized business the practice of thrift
and economy plays an important part toward its suc-
cess. Likewise it must also be found in a school sys-
tem.
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The teachers and pupils are continually practicing
thrift hy making full use of the supplies, conserving
their books, caring for the furniture and buildings,
economizing on lights, assisting the janitors in saving
fuel and in many other ways.
Our supplies and fuel are purchased by bids,
thereby saving the city several hundred dollars each
year.
EVENING SCHOOL
It was decided by the school board that Rochester
should no longer offer free courses in secondary edu-
cation at the evening school. It was also voted that
if there were a sufficient number who desired second-
ary work, such as typewriting, shorthand, domestic
and mechanic arts, a normal tuition fee should be re-
quired from each student.
The school department still continues to oifer free
courses in elementary English to those who are learn-
ing the English language.
Therefore our enrollment has been reduced to
forty this year.
The four instructors are : Lester E. Smith, Ellen
L. Hart, Marion Whipple, and Zilpha Capron.
OUTSIDE AGENCIES
There are many outside agencies which wish to get
a foothold in the public schools. Commissioner But-
terfield has publicly declared that there are a few ad-
vertising concerns which insist in commercializing
the schools. These firms send their agents into the
schools to sell magazines and books. In our own
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school system we have had out-of-town agents who
have tried to get into the schools to sell clothing, jew-
elry, and what-not. It is fortunate that the Rochester
School Board's regulations specifically forbid the super-
intendent to allow such agents in the schools.
Unless school boards and executive officers of the
school system insist on having time to teach the funda-
mentals our schools will soon become entertainment
bureaus.
TO THE PARENTS
Do I Criticize the Schools Before My Children?
It would greatly assist your own children and the
teachers if you would ask and honestly answer the fol-
lowing questions:
1—Have I examined the books my children are
using?
2—Do I find out the reasons for A, B, and C on his
report cards?
3—Have I ever met my boy's teachers?
4—Does my child receive the proper amount of
sleep ?
5—Has my girl ever told me what the school nurse
has said about her physical condition?
6—Do I read the annual school reports, and the
weekly school notes in the local press?
7—Have I visited this term his school other than
at some school entertainment?
8—Have I ever talked over with the principal or
superintendent my child's future?
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9—Do I attend the Parents' meetings of my .boy's
school ?
10—Do I exercise my suffrage right in voting for
school board members?
REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT'S ACTIVITIES
Supervisory visits to the schools: January 102,
February 75, March 120, April 95, May 121, June 57,
September 177, October 97, November 96, December
47.
I have attended 11 school board meetings, 25 com-
mittee meetings of the school board, 10 educational
conferences, 16 teachers' and superintendents' meet-
ings. I have given 11 educational addresses, con-
ducted several local teachers' meetings and attended
numerous community committee meetings, besides car-
ing for the many activities connected with the superin-
tendent's office.
DEPARTMENTAL WORK IN UPPER GRADES
The teachers in School Street School and the su-
perintendent introduced departmental work into this
school in January 1927.
It has proven to be as anticipated, a step in ad-
vance, both from the pupils' standpoint and the teach-
ers.' Standardized tests show that these pupils are
receiving a more efficient type of instruction than for-
merly. This school organization is known as a modi-
fied junior high school.
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REPAIRS THAT HAVE BEEN MADE
High School
1. Cornice and flag pole painted.




5. Two rooms tinted.
6. Several seats buffed and varnished.
7. Changed heating pipes in Mechanic Arts
building.
Allen School
1. Several broken window cords replaced by
chain cords.
2. Several desks buffed and varnished.
3. Outside steps repaired.
4. Outside doors painted.
5. Several panes of glass set.
6. Roof and chimneys put in first class condi-
tion.
7. Fence constructed adjoining Charles Jen-
ness' land.
8. Fence constructed adjoining Miles Dustin's
land.
9. Boilers repaired.
10. Flag pole painted.
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School Street Building
1. Several seats varnished.
2. Gravel placed about cement walks.
3. Minor repairs made on steam gauge.
4. Two slate blackboards installed in sixth grade
room.
5. Placed additional shelves in two rooms.
6. Boilers repaired.
7. Flag pole painted.
Maple Street Building
1. Placed a new pipe to steam gauge.
2. Several desks varnished.
3. Drinking fountain installed in upper corridor.
East Rochester Building
1. Verandas have been repaired.
2. Steam gauge pipe changed.
3. Tinted additional room and lower corridor.
4. Added additional seats for extra room.
5. Placed additional shelves in one of the rooms.
6. Placed some new fire ibricks about the boiler.
GoNic School
1. Replaced grates in one of the boilers.
2. Tinted one room.
3. Replaced pipe to steam gauge.
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4. Flag pole painted.
5. Added shelves in two rooms.
Window cords and shades fixed in all buildings.
REPAIRS NEEDED TO BE MADE
High School
1. Corridor floors need to be replaced.
2. Stair treads must be changed.
3. The tinting of four rooms should be done this
year.
4. The entire building needs to be varnished.
5. Concrete walks need to be laid about the
building.
Allen School
1. Tinting and painting entire building ought to
be done.
School Street School
1. This building must be shingled.
2. The building needs varnishing.
3. The partition should be removed between the
fifth and eighth grade rooms.
4. The grading of the grounds ought to be com-
pleted.
Maple Street School
1. Only minor repairs should be made on this
building.
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GoNic School
1. Tinting the corridors is necessary.
2. Varnishing the entire building is a necessity.
3. Buffing desks in two rooms is needed.
East Rochester School
1. Tinting and minor repairs are needed.
LIST OF TUITION PUPILS
January 1, 1929
High School
Lebanon, Maine: Kathleen Blaisdell, Ruby Car-
penter, Clarence Colbath, Merlon Farrell, Maurice
Lord, Richard Shorey, Helen Tebbetts, Olive Walsh,
Roland White, Norman Varney.
New Durham : Arlene Giles, Mary Miller, Tracy F.
Laney, Neal Willett, Edith Langley, Donald McKeen.
Harrington : Lillian B. Stiles.
Milton : Draxa Corson.
Wakefield : Harry W. Chapman.
Strafford : Evelyn Brock.
Elementary
Lebanon, Maine : Dorothy Blaisdell, Vernor Blais-
dell, Doris Carpenter, Muriel Carpenter, Robert Car-
penter, Ruth Carpenter, Everett Gray, Ralph Gray,
Robert Gray, Bert Hartford, Lois Hartford, Victor
Hartford, Warren Hartford, Barbara Leonard, Harri-
son Leonard, Brenda McCrillis, Alfred McKenney,
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Norman McKenney, Richard McKenney, Norman
Pierce, Phyllis Shorey, Robert Varney, Franklin
Walsh, Glenn Walsh, Glennis Walsh, Christine White,
Evelyn White, Robert White, Raymond Mealey.
Barrington : Raymond Hobson.
The tuition rates for 1928-1929 are
:
High School : $88.91 per year.
Elementary, $42.09 per year.
OUR FUTURE
The Rochester school system for the past five
years has made many progressive changes.
Our Mechanic and Domestic Arts courses have
each year raised their standards. The Commercial
curriculum offered is in line with the larger high
schools of the state. The teachers of the Academic
curriculum, have been obliged to raise the standards
in order to meet the post-secondary demands.
In fact the entire curricula from the first grade is
being made to fit more definitely the pupils' needs.
It is not far distant when the public schools will
take over largely the training of pupils from the kin-
dergarten through the high school in music, art, dra-
matics, health, and moral instruction.
In many cities the radio and the moving pictures
are a part of the curricula. These will soon be a neces-
sity in every up-to-date school system.
We are going to be asked, and no doubt should
have been years ago, for the use of the school build-
ings from 8 A. M. to 10 P. M. No successful business
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concern would allow its plants to be idle one-third of
the time.
The training that will be required of the teacher
must increase in order to meet the coming demands.
Therefore Rochester must face these advancing
problems and be ready to solve them.
COST OF CITY SCHOOLS
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CONCLUSION
In closing, I wish to express my appreciation for
the excellent assistance that I have received from the
teaching staff, pupils, school board, parents, school offi-
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REPORT OF PRINCIPAL OF HIGH
SCHOOL
Mr. William H. Buker, Superintendent of Schools,
Rochester, N. H.
:
Dear Sir :—I herewith submit my annual report as
Headmaster of the Rochester High School.
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realize the handicap placed on pupils by even a single
day of absence or tardiness, otherwise they would
make the extra effort necessary to have their children
present on time every day. The only exceptions to
this rule should be sickness of the pupil, sickness in the
family, or impassable country roads.
POST SECONDARY WORK
There were sixty graduates in the class of 1928.
We have made out certificates for the following pupils
for entrance to colleges or other schools
:
Keene Normal School: Dorothy Berry, Elsie King
'27, James Connelly, Harold Edgerly.
Plymouth Normal School: Claire Creteau.
University of New Hampshire : Rhona Foss, Vel-
ma Nute, Raymond Fisher, George Scott '27, John
Hartigan, Bernard Peterson, Ralph Goodrich '27, Eliz-
abeth Rublee '27.
Mount Holyoke College: Evelyn Dorr.
New England Conservatory of Music: Janet
Knowlton.
Simmons College: Marylyn Seaward.
Dover Business College: Dorothy Chalmers, Ber-
nice Seavey, Florence Stevens.
Concord Business School: Reynard Garnett.
Homeopathic Hospital: Dorys Marchand.
Deaconess Hospital: Dorothy Page.
Grasmere Seminary: Marguerite Shedd.
MacDuffie's Preparatory School: Elizabeth Sweet.
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Tilton Seminary: Albert Fisher.
Wesleyan University: Wayne Ricker.
Lynn General Electric School : Myron Varney.
New Hampton Preparatory School : Spencer Fur-
bush.
Wentworth Institute: Harold Canavan.
It is interesting to note that twenty-three pupils
of the 1928 graduating class of sixty pupils are contin-
uing their education in other schools.
Rochester High School graduates are admitted to
any college accepting students upon certification. A
grade of eighty-five per cent is necessary for certifi-
cation.
Rochester High School is approved by the New
Hampshire Board of Education as a Class A school
and graduates are accepted without examination for
admission to either normal school of the state and the
University of New Hampshire.
HONORS
The Springfield Scholarship was awarded to Miss
Marylyn Seaward, now a freshman at Simmons Col-
lege. The Dartmouth Medal was awarded to John
Woodman of the class of 1929. Large scholarship R's
were awarded as follows : Evelyn Dorr, Wayne Ricker,
Marguerite Shedd, James Bray, Esther Emery.
Small scholarship R's were awarded to the follow-
ing Seniors : Alice Allen, Thema Barber, James Bray,
Claire Creteau, Evelyn Dorr, Esther Emery, Martin
Lord, Elizabeth Lowe, Velma Nute, Wayne Ricker,
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Marguerite Shedd, Marylyn Seaward, Elizabeth Sweet
;
Juniors: James Daggett, Cecilia Larochelle, Irene La-
rose, Claire Masse, Beatrice Nutter, Annie Phillips,
Almee White, John Woodman; Sophomores: Barbara
Bennett, Lucille Berry, Dick Blanchard, Wayne Buker,
Mary Neal, Louise Dallaire, Paul Ricker, Phyllis Shor-
ey, Charles Varney, Geraldine Willey, Ruth Wilson,
Marjorie Foster; Freshmen: Wilda Autotte, Eleanor
Babb, Elizabeth Clark, Florence Fisher, Gladys Good-
win, Olive Greene, Evelyn Lane, Wesley Martin, Ann-
ette Masse, Marion McGurty, Edith Meader, Marion
Meader, Phillip Nangle, Mae Otto, Pearl Reeves, Vio-
let Robinson, Glen Stuart, Dorothy Van Buskirk.
Baseball Letters were awarded as follows : Nor-
man Varney, Donald Mitchell, Elmer McAllister,
Wayne Smith, Elwyn Blaisdell, Philip Bailey, Arthur
Piper, Harold Canavan, Spencer Furbush, Edward
Marble, George Jefferson, Mgr. A Cheering Letter
was awarded to Myron Varney.
Hiking Letters were awarded as follows: Velana
Babb, Evelyn Brock, Freda Burrows, Elizabeth Clark,
Ruth Cormier, Dorothy Draper, Marguerite Foss,
Rhona Foss, Ruth Johnson, Evelyn Lane, Evelyn Mas-
sey, Ernestine Ruel, Grace Littlefield, Esther Towle,
Freda Yeaton, and Mae Putnam.
Red and White Honor Keys were given as follows
:
Evelyn Dorr, Spencer Furbush, Janet Knowlton, Velma
Nute, Dorothy Page, Annie Phillips, Elizabeth Ruel,
Marylyn Seaward, Marguerite Shedd, Elizabeth Sweet,
James Watson, John Woodman, and Wilson Neal.
Debating Key was given to Anna Ludden.
The Woman's Club Scholarship was awarded to-
Harold Edgerly.
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The following is a report from Mr. Holden who
is in charge of all student activities in the school.
The all round educational training of a boy or a
girl is no longer limited to the scholastic education
obtained through the courses of the regular curriculum.
Modern educators believe much valuable training is
obtained by editing a school paper, by debating, by
playing in an orchestra, by singing in a glee club or
by taking part in organized athletics.
Such activities at Rochester High School are under
the control of an organization known as the Student
Activity Association. This organization functions
under the leadership of a faculty advisor. A president,
a vice-president, a secretary, and committees for each
activity are elected from the student body.
Each activity has a faculty advisor who volun-
tarily gives his time and effort to make that activity
a success. This year Mrs. Allen has charge of the
school paper, The Red and White ; Mr, Barbour is re-
sponsible for debate ; Miss Sprague trains the orches-
tra and glee clubs; Miss Jordan and Miss Earle have
charge of the Girls' Hiking Club; and Mr. Webb
coaches the athletics for boys. A new activity this
year, a French Club, is under the direction of Miss
Jenness.
Each class has a faculty adviser in charge of its
activities. These advisers are Mr. Holden, Senior
class; Miss Jenness, Junior class; Miss Earle, Sopho-
more class; Miss Jordan, Freshman class.
This organization is entirely self supporting, not
obtaining any financial assistance from the school ap-
propriation. The treasurer of the association is a
member of the faculty, Miss Eva Locke. Under her
direction the seniors studying office practice have pre-
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pared a budget for the year 1929. This budget gives
such a clear outline of the activities and their cost that
it is included in this report.
BUDGET FOR STUDENT ACTIVITY ASSOCI-
ATION FOR YEAR 1929
$15
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Cabinet makers, Grade IX, 9
Pattern makers, Grade X, 14
Electricians, Grade XI, 14
Machinists, Grade XII, 16
Total, 173
The boys from Grades VII and VIII have wood-
working 11/2 hours per week.
High school boys have 121/^ hours of shop work
per week. High school boys also attend a class in
mechanical drawing 2 hours per week, with the excep-
tion of seniors who attend 1 hour in mechanical draw-
ing and 1 hour in a class of shop organization.
Every effort is exerted to make the shop courses
as comprehensive as possible.
A practical demonstration of shop activities is
afforded the public each year by having at least one
open shop in the evening. The increasing number of
visitors each year manifests a growing interest in the
shop activities.
For brevity no comments will be made on the
following partial list of projects made at the shops:
High school book room case, 7 ft. by 12 ft.
High school cafeteria kitchen floor.
Maple Street School playground equipment.
One car garage, full size.
Two high school filing cabinets.
High School science laboratory equipment case.
High School book room, lights installed.
Headmaster's office, lights installed.
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Gonic School playground equipment repaired.
Filing furniture for the City Clerk.
General pattern shop activity.
General machine shop activity.
General electrical shop activity.
General cabinet shop activity.
Space does not permit a complete list of shop
activities.
New equipment added this year is as follows : One
new machinist's bench lathe, oxy-acetylene welding
outfit, a pattern maker's trimmer, volt and ampere
meters, transformer, dimmer, and several small tools.
It is interesting to note that 11 of the 15 mechanic
arts graduates of 1928 are pursuing vocations of a
mechanical nature.
The physical equipment and plant in general is in
good condition, and is serving its purpose well.
I very much appreciate the cooperation of the vo-
cational committee of the school board, the superin-
tendent, the headmaster, the mechanic arts instructors,
and the boys.
All these forces have contributed generously to
the success of the Mechanic Arts Course.
Respectfully submitted,
GUY O. EDMUNDS,
Head of Vocational Department.
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I wish to thank the superintendent and the school






REPORT OF SUPERVISOR OF
MUSIC
To the Superintendeyit of Schools :
I herewith submit my third report as Supervisor
of Music in the Rochester public schools.
The same general principles are being followed as
in the past two years.
Rote song singing is followed by drill on music's
technical side.
Correct posture, the ability to sit "easily erect,"
makes for the deep breathing necessary for proper
phrasing and good tone quality.
Voices are tested at the introduction of three-part
singing.
We are continuing, as well, our efforts to arouse
personal responsibility through individual work. There
is no other single thing that will tend more to improve
the music in any school. Quartet, trio, and duet sing-
ing will be easily accomplished in the upper grades if
this work can be carried on as a matter of course from
the first grade through the sixth.
The junior orchestra is continuing to grow in
membership and in variety of instruments. We are de-
lighted to have every school in the city represented in
its membership this year. During Music Week last
Spring we furnished music at the various buildings.
We played, as well, at several Parent-Teachers' meet-
ings.
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The high school orchestra has suffered the loss of
twelve members this year. Seven of these were gradu-
ated last June. The others through conflicts in sched-
ules are unable to be with us. We appreciate having
four of the present senior class as regular members.
The orchestra, despite reduced ranks, is doing credit-
ably. We are continuing playing at all high school
functions.
The Girls' Glee Club is doing well. Its member-
ship is limited to fifty.
The Boys' Glee Club is beginning its second year
of work.
Last spring the combined glee clubs and orchestra
gave a concert one evening of Music Week at the Opera
House. This year we hope to give another concert
earlier in the season.
In conclusion, I wish to express my appreciation
for the cooperation of superintendent and teachers.
Respectfully submitted,
MYRA E. SPRAGUE.
REPORT OF SCHOOL NURSE
To the Superintendent of Schools
:
It is a pleasure to submit my first annual report
as school nurse in Rochester.
Number of pupils examined, 1,750
Pupils with defective teeth, 274
Pupils with hypertrophied tonsils, 179
Pupils with defective vision, 83
Pupils with defective hearing, 9
Pupils 10% underweight, 227
Those improved since September 1928
:
Pupils' teeth improved, 50
Pupils' tonsils improved, 9
Pupils' vision improved (by securing glasses), 11
Pupils brought up to normal weight, 30
As can be seen above, one of our biggest problems
with children is that of undernourishment. In our
schools there seems to be but one way we can assist
these pupils, and that is by having milk available at
recess periods. The milk that is now furnished comes
from tested cows, and is served under sanitary condi-
tions. There are now about two hundred pupils either
bringing milk from home or buying it at school. Even
in so short a time, I am sure there has been much bene-
fit derived.
The work with pupils in school constitutes only a
fraction of a school nurse's duty. To understand a
child and his problems, one must know something of
his home life.
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Educational and financial aid in many cases can
be provided by the nurse. The home is the background
and foundation of the child, and little can be accomp-
lished if we do not start at the bottom and work up.
Harm can be often avoided if proper information
is provided in time. Defective vision is one of the
most outstanding cases. One pair of glasses at the
proper time may mean all the treatment necessary. If
a parent were acquainted with these facts there would
be little delay.
I have given several educational talks. These ad-
dresses would not be necessary if it were possible to
visit every parent in the home. Since this is not
feasible, health addresses are quite essential. These
have included:
Proper daily habits
Illustrations showing needs of a strong body
Proper foods
Epidemics of children's diseases and colds which
are so prevalent during the winter may be somewhat
diminished by the knowledge gained in these talks. If
home and school work in harmony it seems there
would be no end to our accomplishments.
I wish to thank the parents, teachers, superinten-
dent, and organizations of the city who have assisted
in this great work.
Respectfully submitted,





To the Superintendent of Schools :
I herewith submit my report as supervisor of
Hanson's Pines Playground for the season of 1928,




Record day estimated at 300, August 14.
II. Activities
:
65 children given elementary instruction in swim-
ing.
25 given instruction in diving.
A swimming meet held August 23 was won by
Miss C. Burleigh. A silver cup was awarded.
Swings, teeters, and other equipment have been
in use through the entire period.
The tennis courts have been constantly in use.
III. First Aid:
No serious accidents have occurred.
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18 children Have received treatment for minor
cuts or bruises received on the swings or dur-
ing swimming.
14 children who were in danger of drowning had
to be taken from the water. Of this group 10
can now swim at least 50 feet.
IV. Recommendations
:
Construction of a shute or slide for water sports.
Sand boxes and sand piles for smaller children.




REPORT OF PHYSICAL DIRECTOR
To the Superintendent of Schools :
I hereby submit mj' first report as Director of
Physical Education and Athletics of the Public Schools
of Rochester. The Physical Education Program has
been chiefly confined to the grades. The work in the
grade schools is progressing satisfactorily and al-
though most of the work is confined to the class-
rooms the results have been shown in the increased
ability and health of the pupils.
The program for the grade schools has aimed to
promote skill, to make the pupil better physically, and
to create a liking for the work. Exercises are so de-
signed to promote skill and to build up the body. A
game of some sort is used every day to keep interest
and this also is of benefit to the physical welfare of
those participating.
The Athletic Program is directed by the Student
Activity Association and Mr. Holden, Faculty Advisor
of Athletics. Financially, athletics are on a sound
basis and nearly pay their own way.
I would like at this time to suggest that the Pro-
gram of Physical Education and Athletics, especially
in the High School, is greatly retarded because of the




REPORT OF THE HOUSEHOLD
ARTS DEPARTMENT




I herewith submit my Annual Report as Super-
visor of Home Economics,
In the elementary schools there are one hundred
and thirteen girls taking cooking and sewing. This
course is offered one and one half hours per week to
seventh and eighth grade girls.
We not only cook and sew but study the make-up
of foods that are needed for good health. To illus-
trate: the study of doughs, batters, making of cheese,
etc., are thoroughly discussed.
In the high school, classes are offered in Home,
Its Care and Management, and Foods and Nutrition.
In these classes subjects like construction of the house,
arranging gardens outside the house, and arrange-
ment of rooms inside the house are studied. The
making of a budget and the expenditures of the home
are also a part of the course. There are forty-six
girls registered for the home economics course in the
high school.
In February a sewing exhibition of the work ac-
complished in grades seven an.d eight will be given.
Respectfully submitted,
C. LOLA MEADER,
Supervisor of Home Economics
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TABLE A—REGISTRATION AND ATTENDANCE






































































January 1, 1928 to January 1, 1929
RECEIPTS













Janitor at evening school.
Janitors' supplies,






Library and reference books,
Nurse and medical supplies.
Transportation,
Equipment and Other Charges:
New equipment, $759 62
Typewriters, 410 00
State supervisory tax, 2,906 00
Insurance, 208 43
Special repairs, 3,536 53
Mechanic Arts, 5,144 58
$66,464 03-
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Transferred to City Department, $1,707 13
Audited by J. Stacy Tripp, December 29, 1928
PROPOSED BUDGET FOR 1929
Administration
:
1. Printing and office supplies, $275 00
2. Attendance officer, 450 00
3. Census of children 5-16, 125 00
4. Telephone, 392 00
5. Superintendent's expenses, 200 00




1. Salaries, $67,550 00
2. Evening school teachers, 600 00
3. Substitutes, 500 00
4. Elementary tuition, 325 00
5. Textbooks, 1,900 00
6. Pupils' suppKes, 2,000 00
7. Flags, 25 00
8. Graduation exercises, 105 00
$73,005 00
Operation and Maintenance:
1. Janitors' salaries, $6,240 00
2. Cleaners, 350 00
3. Janitor at evening school, 120 00
4. Janitors' supphes, 225 00
5. Paper towels and toilet paper, 200 00
6. Fuel, 4,000 00
7. Light, 300 00
8. Minor repairs, 700 00
$12,135 00
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Auxiliary Agencies:
1. Library and reference books, $250 00
2. Nurse and medical supplies, 1,350 00
3. Transportation, 7,807 00
CALENDAR 1928-1929
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TUITION
Tuition shall be the average cost of instruction
per pupil at Rochester High School the previous year,
but not in excess of the average cost per pupil for the
state as determined by Sec. 1, Chapter 129 of Laws of
N. H. 1925.
Tuition in the elementary schools shall be the
average cost of such instruction in Rochester the pre-
vious year.
Non-resident pupils desiring to be admitted to
Rochester schools should first secure a written permit
from the superintendent of schools.
GRADUATION EXERCISES
CLASS OF 1928 ROCHESTER HIGH SCHOOL
Opera House, Rochester, New Hampshire









Rev. Levi F. Cook
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Awarding of Prizes,
Headmaster Elwood S. Fraser
Presentation of Diplomas,
Mayor Elihu A. Corson
Class Ode,
Benediction,
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CLASS ODE
Words by Janet Knowlton
Now as we follow the pathway of life,
And enter anew life's sea of strife,
May God, our Pilot, be ever near
To keep us from every fear.
Time, hke a fleeting bird, has passed
With all of childhood's toils and pleasures.
May we pursue the upward road
Of those who have gone on before.
Shall we forget the friendships so dear
As we do part, with a smile and a tear?
CHORUS
Who knows what brilliant fortune awaits us
As we valiantly travel the highway of life?
Tenderly guide us, and lead us, God,
Through the world's tempestuous strife;
And may we each hold our high school days
In memory and love always.
0, may we each be true to our task,
Turning to God wise guidance to ask.
And those who grow weary with life's heavy cross
We pray may not count it loss.
May we strive for the goal with a laugh and a song.
Holding our aim sure, steadfast, and strong.
Winning at last in the earnest strife
The pleasure and peace of life.
Onward and forward the heights to attain,
Fame and honor will be the gain.
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These pupils entered High School, September 1928.
IN MEMORIAM
James Cullen, a pupil in the Gonic School, was
drowned January 14, 1928, age 14 years, 10 months.
Garfield Hurd, a member of the Rochester School
Board for several years, died March 11, 1928.
Leo Rogers, a pupil in the Maple Street School,
died July 1928, age 6 years, 9 months.
James Flood, a pupil in School Street School, died
October 3, 1928, age 18 years, 1 month.
John Rankin, attendance officer for several years,,
died December 3, 1928.

VITAL STATISTICS
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Shade Trees, Parks and Commons 61
Sidewalk Department 51
State Highway 54
















Overseer of the Poor 121
Superintendent of Sewers Ill
Superintendent of Water Works 107
Resolutions and Orders 17
Summary of Expenditures 75
Sundry Expenditures 68




















Registration and Attendance 197
School Nurse, Report of 191
Standing Committees 156
Superintendent, Report of 157






A fine of 2c is charged for each day book is kept


